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Fiscal Policy with Heterogenous Agents Macro

Abstract

This thesis is composed of three essays, and contributes to the literature on opti-
mal design of tax and transfers schemes in heterogeneous agents general equilibrium
models.

In the first chapter, Redistributive Capital Taxation Revisited, coau-
thored with Ctirad Slavik and Hakki Yazici, we use a rich quantitative model with
endogenous skill acquisition to show that capital-skill complementarity provides a
quantitatively significant rationale to tax capital for redistributive governments.
The optimal capital income tax rate is 67%, while it is 61% in an identically cali-
brated model without capital-skill complementarity. The skill premium falls from
1.9 to 1.84 along the transition following the optimal reform in the capital-skill
complementarity model, implying substantial indirect redistribution from skilled to
unskilled workers. These results show that a redistributive government should take
into account capital-skill complementarity when taxing capital.

In the second chapter, Optimal Taxation of Automation, I focus on the
asymmetric effects of automation on labor markets. I provide a general equilibrium
model that distinguishes between low-and high-skill automation to study optimal
taxation of those technologies. Low-skill (high-skill) automation generates a down-
ward pressure on low-skill (high-skill) wages. Modeling the two types of automation
is important as both are empirically relevant, and each has a different impact on
wages of workers with different skill types. I calibrate the model to the US economy
along several dimensions, and find that for a given level of technology, it is optimal
to distort automation adoption in order to compress wage inequality and increase
labor share of income to provide redistribution. In particular, it is optimal to tax
low-skill automation while subsidize high-skill automation when the transitional
dynamics are taken into account. As a result, consumption inequality and both
before and after-tax income inequality decline and labor share of income increases
relative to status-quo over transition.

In the third chapter, On the Implications of Unemployment Insurance
and Universal Basic Income in a Frictional Labor Market, I revisit the
efficiency and equality considerations regarding the optimal provision of unemploy-
ment insurance (UI) benefits when workers’ outside options vary substantially. The
chapter aims to make comparisons between UI and universal basic income (UBI)
policies to investigate whether UBI could be a tool to improve workers’ hand in the
wage setting and how transfers to unemployed -UI or UBI - and taxes impact the
wage setting outcome across income distribution.
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1 Redistributive Capital Taxation Revisited

1.1 Introduction

The optimal tax rate on capital income has long been debated. Supporters of capital tax

cuts stress the efficiency costs associated with capital taxation, mainly the slowing down

of capital accumulation and, hence, reduced output growth. Proponents of higher capital

taxes often cite their redistributive benefits: as wealth is often unequally distributed

across people, increasing capital taxes in favor of lower labor taxes decreases after-tax

inequality. Aiyagari (1995) and Domeij and Heathcote (2004), among others, show that

the redistributive benefits of capital taxation can be large enough to justify significant

optimal tax rates on capital income. In this paper, we contribute to the debate on optimal

capital taxation by putting forward a mechanism through which capital taxes lead to

additional redistributive benefits and by quantifying the implications of this mechanism

on the optimal capital tax rate. We find that the proposed mechanism implies that the

optimal tax rate on capital income should be considerably higher than the conventional

economic models tell us.

At the heart of this mechanism is the assumption of capital-skill complementarity,

which is the idea that capital is relatively more complementary with skilled labor than

it is with unskilled labor.1 A rise in the capital tax rate depresses capital accumulation,

which then decreases the relative demand for skilled workers due to capital-skill comple-

mentarity. As a result, the skill premium - i.e., the wages of the skilled workers relative

to those of the unskilled workers - declines. Since skilled workers normally earn higher

wages and have more assets, this decline in the skill premium increases social welfare

from the perspective of a government that values equality.

We measure the quantitative significance of this mechanism for the optimal capital

tax rate using a model that embeds capital-skill complementarity into an incomplete

1Capital-skill complementarity was first empirically documented by Griliches (1969). It has received
much attention from economists and has been successfully used in explaining the evolution of inequality
in the returns to education. Among others, see Fallon and Layard (1975), Krusell et al. (2000), Flug and
Hercowitz (2000), and Duffy et al. (2004).
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markets model à la Bewley (1986), Imrohoroglu (1989), Huggett (1993) and Aiyagari

(1994), where individuals face idiosyncratic wage risk and make a once-and-for-all skill

acquisition decision. We choose this model as it allows for a sufficiently rich modeling

of earnings and wealth inequality, which is key to accurately assessing the redistributive

benefits of capital taxation. We consider two versions of the model that differ from

each other only in terms of the aggregate production functions. In the first economy,

we model capital-skill complementarity (CSC) by assuming a production function that

features a higher degree of complementarity between equipment capital and skilled labor

than between equipment capital and unskilled labor, as documented empirically for the

U.S. economy by Krusell et al. (2000). As a benchmark for comparison, we also build a

second economy with a standard Cobb-Douglas (CD) production function that does not

feature capital-skill complementarity. We make the two model economies comparable by

calibrating each one separately to the current U.S. economy along selected dimensions

under the status-quo capital and labor tax system.

We consider the case of a government that chooses a linear tax rate on capital income

to maximize a Utilitarian social welfare function with equal weights on all agents. The

government takes into account the effect of tax changes on people’s welfare over the transi-

tion to the new steady state. We find that the optimal capital tax rate for the capital-skill

complementarity economy is significantly higher than that in the Cobb-Douglas economy,

with respective optimal rates of 67% vs. 61%. Accordingly, the average labor income tax

is lower in the economy with capital-skill complementarity. In response to the optimal tax

reform, the skill premium falls from 1.90 to as low as 1.84 over the transition and to a final

steady-state level of about 1.86 in the capital-skill complementarity economy. Meanwhile

it remains virtually unchanged in the Cobb-Douglas economy. Since labor income taxes

are distortionary, this indirect redistribution channel is valuable for the government and

gives rise to a higher optimal capital tax rate in the economy with capital-skill comple-

mentarity. This finding shows that the debate over the optimal tax rate on capital income

should take into account the presence of capital-skill complementarities in production.
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Under the Utilitarian social welfare function, the welfare gains of the reform are

equivalent to those of increasing consumption of all agents by 1.25% at every date and

state in the economy with capital-skill complementarity. The corresponding welfare gains

amount to 0.85% in the Cobb-Douglas economy. This difference in welfare gains implies

that carrying out the optimal capital tax reform is considerably more important once

capital-skill complementarity is taken into account. A welfare decomposition exercise

reveals that the main gain of the reform is redistribution in both models, and as expected,

this gain is higher in the model with capital-skill complementarity.

Through an extensive sensitivity analysis, we show that our results are quantitatively

robust to an alternative degree of capital-skill complementarity estimated using more

recent data, a lower level of elasticity of labor supply, and alternative specifications of

the social welfare function.

While in the baseline reform, the government chooses a uniform tax rate on the two

types of capital, subsubsubsection 1.7 considers optimal tax reforms with more flexible

instruments. These reforms are: a reform in which the government in the capital-skill

complementarity economy can set different tax rates on different types of capital (equip-

ment and structures), (ii) a comprehensive reform in which the government chooses the

degree of labor tax progressivity in addition to the capital tax rate, and finally, (iii) a

reform in which the tax rate on capital can vary over time. We find that the indirect

redistribution channel of capital taxation is at work in all these reforms.

Related Literature. Taxation of capital income is a controversial topic in the macroe-

conomics literature. In the representative-agent paradigm, Chamley (1986) and Judd

(1985) show that it is optimal not to tax capital at all in the long run.2 Aiyagari (1995)

shows that the optimal long-run capital income tax might be positive when there is het-

erogeneity across agents arising from uninsured labor income risk and incomplete markets.

He points out that the optimal steady state capital income tax is between 25% and 45%

2Straub and Werning (2020) provide a set of conditions under which the optimality of zero taxes on
capital in the long run does not hold. Chari et al. (2020) show that with a richer set of tax instruments
and under the assumption that initial confiscation of wealth is restricted, one recovers the long-run
optimality of zero capital taxes.
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depending on the values of various model parameters.3 Domeij and Heathcote (2004)

investigate the quantitative importance of heterogeneity and idiosyncratic labor income

risk for capital taxation using an Aiyagari (1994) model. They consider the problem of

a redistributive government that needs to choose constant (time-independent) tax rates

on capital and labor income. They find that eliminating capital income taxes altogether

brings large welfare gains if they assume a representative-agent economy. However, when

there is heterogeneity and risk, the optimal capital tax rate can be quite high, namely

40%, according to their calculations. Imrohoroglu (1998) and Conesa et al. (2009) also

analyze optimal capital taxation in quantitative models with rich heterogeneity and, in

particular, a life cycle structure. Conesa et al. (2009) find that, due to the life-cycle struc-

ture, optimal capital taxes can be significantly positive at 36% even when the government

maximizes steady-state welfare.4 We add to this literature by assessing the quantitative

impact of capital-skill complementarity on optimal capital taxation.

There is also a more recent and growing literature on taxation of capital in the presence

of capital-skill complementarity. Jones et al. (1997) provide an important backdrop to this

literature. In an extension section, the authors analyze optimal linear taxation in a growth

model with two types of labor, skilled and unskilled, and show that the optimal long-run

capital tax rate may be positive if the labor income tax rate is not allowed to depend

on skill type and there is capital-skill complementarity. The key difference between the

current paper and that of Jones et al. (1997) is that we quantitatively evaluate the effect of

capital-skill complementarity for optimal capital tax rate in a model that allows for a rich

modelling of earnings and wealth inequality, whereas they use a simple, representative

agent framework to make a qualitative statement. Slav́ık and Yazici (2014) also build a

model with capital-skill complementarity; however, they use it to study the optimality

of differential capital taxation. They find that in their private information Mirrleesian

3These numerical results are not included in the published version of the paper, and are only available
in a working paper version. This version is available as Minneapolis Fed Working Paper Series #508.
Moreover, Aiyagari (1995) only reports optimal taxes at the steady state. Recently, Acikgoz et al.
(2018) and Dyrda and Pedroni (2022) calculate time-varying paths of optimal capital and labor taxes in
environments with uninsurable wage risk.

4See also the New Dynamic Public Finance literature, which has followed the seminal contribution
of Golosov et al. (2003), for investigations of optimal capital taxation in dynamic Mirrlesian private
information models with idiosyncratic labor income shocks.
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model it is optimal to tax equipment at a higher rate than structures.5 Bhattarai et al.

(2020) analyze the macroeconomic effects of specific capital tax reforms under capital-

skill complementarity. Angelopoulos et al. (2015) use a representative agent model to

evaluate the optimality of labor tax smoothing under capital-skill complementarity, while

Dolado et al. (2020) analyze monetary policy and its redistributive implications in a New

Keynesian model with capital-skill complementarity.6

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Subsection 1.2 lays out the model while

subsection 1.3 describes the optimal tax problem formally. subsection 1.4 explains the

calibration strategy and subsection 1.6 discusses the main quantitative results. subsection

1.7 explores tax reforms with more flexible instruments. Finally, subsection 1.8 concludes.

1.2 Model

The economy consists of a unit measure of individuals, a firm, and a government. In the

baseline model, the aggregate production function features capital-skill complementarity.

Later on, for comparison, we also consider an economy that combines capital and labor

using a standard Cobb-Douglas production function.

Demographics and Worker Choices. Each period a fraction 1 − χ of workers are

born with zero asset holdings. Life prior to labor market entry is not modeled. At the

beginning of their lives, just before they enter the labor market, agents choose their skill

level once-and-for-all. They become either skilled or unskilled, denoted by i ∈ {u, s}.

After this, they enter labor market and work, consume and save every period. Workers

survive from period to another at a constant rate of χ and the assets of deceased people are

distributed among the survivors in proportion to the survivors’ wealth. This assumption

is equivalent to assuming that people can buy actuarially fair life insurance policy.

5There is a growing literature which analyzes the optimal taxation of robots, see e.g. Guerreiro et al.
(2021), Costinot and Werning (2018a) and Thuemmel (2020).

6Krueger and Ludwig (2016) and Heathcote et al. (2017a) are also related to the current paper in the
sense that they analyze optimal taxation in models with imperfect substitutability between skilled and
unskilled labor in which there are general equilibrium effects of taxation on skill prices. Importantly,
neither of these studies models capital-skill complementarity.
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Skill Heterogeneity and Wage Risk. Skilled agents can only work in the skilled

labor sector and unskilled agents only in the unskilled labor sector. Agents of skill type

i receive a wage rate wi,t for each unit of effective labor they supply in period t. The

total mass of type i workers in period t is denoted by πi,t. In the quantitative analysis,

skill types correspond to educational attainment at the time of entering the labor market.

Workers who have at least a bachelor degree are classified as skilled agents and the rest

of the agents are classified as unskilled.

There is also ex-post heterogeneity within each skill group arising from workers facing

idiosyncratic labor productivity shocks over time. The productivity shock, denoted by

z, follows a type-specific Markov chain with states Zi = {zi,1, ..., zi,I} and transitions

Πi(z
′|z). The productivity shock for labor market entrants is drawn from the stationary

distribution associated with the Markov chain. When a skill type i worker draws pro-

ductivity level z and works l units in a period, she produces l · z units of effective type i

labor. Her wage per unit of time is wi,t · z.

Preferences. Preferences over consumption and labor, c and l, in a period are defined

using a utility function which is separable between consumption and labor: u(c) − v(l),

where the utility and disutility functions satisfy standard assumptions: u′,−u′′, v′, v′′ > 0.

Also, we assume people discount utility across periods by β ∈ (0, 1).

Technology. The production process is summarized by a constant returns to scale

production function: Y = F (Ks, Ke, Ls, Lu), where Ks, Ke, Ls and Lu refer to the

aggregate levels of structure capital, equipment capital, effective skilled labor supply and

effective unskilled labor supply, respectively. The stocks of structure and equipment

capital depreciate at rates δs and δe, respectively.

We assume that there is capital-skill complementarity in the production process. More

specifically, technology features equipment-skill complementarity, which means that the

degree of complementarity between equipment capital and skilled labor is higher than

that between equipment capital and unskilled labor. This implies that an increase in the

stock of equipment capital decreases the ratio of the marginal product of unskilled labor
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to that of skilled labor. Under the assumption of competitive factor markets, this implies

that the skill premium, defined as the ratio of skilled to unskilled wages, is increasing

in equipment capital. Structure capital, on the other hand, is assumed to be neutral

in terms of its complementarity with skilled and unskilled labor. These assumptions on

technology are consistent with the estimation results of Krusell et al. (2000).

Production is carried out by a representative firm, which, in each period, rents the

two types of capital and hires the two types of labor to maximize profits. The firm solves

the following maximization problem in period t:

max
Ks,t,Ke,t,Ls,t,Lu,t

F (Ks,t, Ke,t, Ls,t, Lu,t)− rs,tKs,t − re,tKe,t − ws,tLs,t − wu,tLu,t, (1)

where rs,t and re,t are the rental rates of structure and equipment capital and wu,t and

ws,t are the wages rates paid to unskilled and skilled effective labor in period t.

Government. The government uses linear taxes on capital income net of depreciation.

Let {τt}∞t=0 be the sequence of tax rates on capital income. It is irrelevant for our analysis

whether capital income is taxed at the consumer or at the corporate level. We assume

without loss of generality that all capital income taxes are paid at the consumer level.

The government taxes labor income using a sequence of possibly non-linear functions

{Tt(y)}∞t=0, where y is labor income and Tt(y) are the taxes paid by the consumer. We

follow Heathcote et al. (2017a) and assume that tax liability given labor income y is

defined as:

Tt(y) = ȳ

[
y

ȳ
− λt

(
y

ȳ

)1−τl
]
,

where ȳ is the mean labor income in the economy, 1−λt is the average tax rate of a mean

income individual and τl controls the progressivity of the tax code. When τl > 0, labor

taxes are progressive and the tax function implies transfers to people with sufficiently

low income. The government uses taxes to finance a stream of expenditure {Gt}∞t=0 and

repay government debt {Dt}∞t=0.
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Asset Market Structure. Government debt is the only financial asset in the economy.

It has a one period maturity and return Rt in period t. Consumers can also save through

the two types of capital. In the absence of aggregate shocks, the returns to savings in

the form of the two capital types are certain, as is the return on government bonds.

Therefore, all three assets must yield the same after-tax return in equilibrium, Rt =

1+(rs,t− δs)(1− τt) = 1+(re,t− δe)(1− τt). As a result, one does not need to distinguish

between savings via different types of assets in the consumer’s problem. Consumers’

(total) asset holdings will be denoted by a and A = [0,∞) denotes the set of possible

asset levels that agents can hold. Our assumptions imply that, in every period, the total

savings of consumers must be equal to the total borrowing of the government plus the

total capital stock in the economy.

Worker’s Problem. In period t, agent of skill type i with productivity shock and asset

level (zi,t, ai,t) solves:

vi,t(zi,t, ai,t) = max
(ci,t,li,t,ai,t+1)≥0

u(ci,t, li,t) + βχ
∑
zi∈Zi

Πi(zi,t+1|zi,t)vi,t+1(zi,t+1, ai,t+1) s.t.

ci,t + χai,t+1 ≤ wi,tzi,tli,t − Tt(wi,tzi,tli,t) +Rtai,t,

ci,t, ai,t+1 ≥ 0 and li,t ∈ (0, 1), (2)

where expectation is taken over the realizations of the productivity shock. The fact that

assets of the deceased are distributed among the survivors in proportion to their wealth is

captured by the survival probability χ multiplying ai,t+1 in the budget constraint above.

Skill Acquisition. A tax reform that raises capital income taxes have an additional

redistributive benefit in the presence of capital-skill complementarity because it reduces

the skill premium. However, such a reduction in the skill premium may have adverse in-

centive effects on the skill acquisition decision of cohorts that make this decision after the

reform. Taking this behavioral response into account is important as the implied decline

in the relative number of skilled people may partially offset the decline in the skill pre-

mium, curtailing the indirect redistribution benefit of capital taxation under capital-skill
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complementarity. Moreover, by reducing the number of skilled workers, capital taxation

may decrease average labor productivity in the economy. We model endogenous skill

acquisition to account for these effects of capital taxation under capital-skill complemen-

tarity.

Newborns make a skill choice just before entering the labor market. As in Heathcote

et al. (2010), there is a utility cost of attaining a college degree, ψ ≥ 0, which is idiosyn-

cratic and drawn from a distribution H(ψ). This distribution is a reduced form way of

capturing the cross-sectional variation in the psychological and pecuniary costs of acquir-

ing a college degree such as variation in scholastic talent, tuition fees, parental resources,

access to credit, and government aid programs. Upon drawing the cost of education, the

agent compares this cost to the benefit of attaining a college degree, which is simply the

net present utility gain of receiving the skilled wage rather than the unskilled wage in

each date and state after entering the labor market. An agent born in period t chooses

to become skilled if and only if

ψ ≤ Es,t[vs,t(zs, 0)]− Eu,t[vu,t(zu, 0)], (3)

where expectation is taken over labor market entrants’ initial productivity draw. Let ψt

be the level of utility cost at which (3) holds with equality in period t. All agents with ψ

at or below this threshold level attend college and all above do not.

Competitive Equilibrium. Before we provide a formal definition of equilibrium, it is

useful to introduce some concepts and notation. The state of a worker of type i in a period

t is fully described by the worker’s productivity and asset holdings. Let (zi, ai) ∈ Zi×A

denote this state. Let Λi,t(ai, zi) denote the distribution of workers of type i across

productivities and assets. The initial, t = 0, distributions are given exogeneously.

Definition: Given initial conditions, a recursive competitive equilibrium is a govern-

ment policy (Tt(.), τt, Dt, Gt)
∞
t=0, allocation for the firm, (Ks,t, Ke,t, Ls,t, Lu,t)

∞
t=0, value

and policy functions for agents, (vi,t(zi, ai), ci,t(zi, ai), li,t(zi, ai), ai,t+1(zi, ai))
∞
t=0,i=u,s, skill
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choices, shares of population who are skilled, (πs,t)
∞
t=0, a price system (rs,t, re,t, ws,t, wu,t, Rt)

∞
t=0

and distributions over individual states, (Λi,t(zi, ai))
∞
t=0,i=u,s, such that:

1. In each period t ≥ 0, taking factor prices as given, (Ks,t, Ke,t, Ls,t, Lu,t) solves the

firm’s problem given by (1).

2. Given government policy and the price system, the policy functions solve the con-

sumer’s problem given by (2) the solution of which defines the value functions.

3. Skill choice is consistent with (3), that is in any period t, all those with ψ ≤ ψt

attend college and all other do not. Moreover, the evolution of the fraction of

skilled in each period is consistent with skill choice: πs,t = χπs,t−1 + (1 − χ)πns,t,

where πns,t =
∫
R+
Iψ≤ψt

(ψ)dH(ψ) is the fraction of newborns who choose to become

skilled in period t and Iψ≤ψt
(ψ) is the indicator function, πnu,t = 1 − πns,t for all t,

and πs,0 is given.

4. The evolution of distributions of agents across productivities and assets over time is

consistent with agent choices. That is, for all t ≥ 0, i = u, s and (z′i, a
′
i) ∈ Zi ×A :

Λi,t+1(z
′
i, a

′
i) =

χ
∑

zi∈Zi
Πi(z

′
i|zi)

∫
{ai:ai,t+1(zi,ai)≤a′i}

dΛi,t(zi, ai) + (1− χ)πni,t+1Λ
z
i (z

′
i)

χ+ (1− χ)πni,t+1

,

where (Λi,0(zi, ai))i=u,s is given and Λzi is the stationary distribution associated with

the Markov chain that describes the evolution of the productivity shock for type i.

5. Markets for assets, labor and goods clear: for all t ≥ 0,

Ks,t +Ke,t +Dt =
∑
i=u,s

πi,t

∫
Zi×A

ai,t(zi, ai)dΛi,t−1(zi, ai),

Li,t = πi,t

∫
Zi×A

li,t(zi, ai)zidΛi,t(zi, ai), for i = u, s,

Gt + Ct +Ks,t+1 +Ke,t+1 = F (Ks,t, Ke,t, Ls,t, Lu,t) + (1− δs)Ks,t + (1− δe)Ke,t,

where

Ct =
∑
i=u,s

πi,t

∫
Zi×A

ci,t(zi, ai)dΛi,t(zi, ai)
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is aggregate consumption in period t.

6. The government’s budget constraint is satisfied every period: for all t ≥ 0,

Gt +RtDt = Dt+1 +
∑
j=s,e

τt(rj,t − δj)Kj,t +
∑
i=u,s

πi,t

∫
Zi×A

Tt(li,t(zi, ai)wi,tzi)dΛi,t(zi, ai).

1.2.1 Cobb-Douglas Economy

To assess the quantitative significance of capital-skill complementarity for optimal capital

taxes, we consider a second, benchmark, economy in which the production function does

not feature capital-skill complementarity. In this economy, we do not distinguish between

equipment capital and structure capital; there is only one type of capital, which depreci-

ates every period at rate δ. First, the skilled and unskilled labor inputs are combined to

give aggregate labor L. The details of how the two types of labor are aggregated will be

discussed in subsection 1.4. Next, capital and labor are combined to produce aggregate

output using a standard Cobb-Douglas production function Y = AKθL1−θ. We preserve

all the other properties of the first model.

Importantly, under this production function, the ratio of the marginal product of

skilled labor to that of unskilled labor, hence the skill premium, is independent of the

amount of capital in the economy. The changes in the aggregate capital level do not

affect the skill premium, therefore, capital income taxation has no direct impact on wage

inequality. The definition of competitive equilibrium for this economy is very similar

to that given for the capital-skill complementarity economy, and hence is relegated to

Appendix A.1.

1.3 The Optimal Tax Problem

We consider the following optimal fiscal policy reform. The economy is initially at a steady

state under a status-quo fiscal policy. Given the initial distribution of workers across the

productivity-asset space implied by this steady state, the government introduces a once

and for all unannounced change in the tax rate that applies to capital income. We assume
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that the levels of government spending and debt in the reform period and all the periods

that follow are constant at the levels given by the initial steady state. At the same time,

to ensure that its budget holds, the government adjusts the parameter that controls the

average labor income tax, {λt}∞t=0, along the transition to the new steady state.

In the baseline analysis, we assume that the government does not change the progres-

sivity of the labor tax function. We do so because, perhaps due to political constraints, it

is difficult for governments to carry out comprehensive reforms in which capital and labor

tax codes are changed substantially at the same time. In subsubsection 1.7.2, we analyze

the effect of capital-skill complementarity on optimal capital taxes in the presence of

such a comprehensive reform. Another assumption maintained in the baseline reform is

that government is restricted to choose a capital tax rate that applies to all future dates,

that is time invariant. This is a plausible assumption given that it may be harder for

governments to commit to time-varying taxes. Yet, it is interesting to see the impact of

capital-skill complementarity on optimal capital taxation in the presence of time-varying

capital taxes. This extension is analyzed in subsubsection 1.7.3.

The government evaluates the consequences of the reform by aggregating agents’

welfare using a Utilitarian social welfare function that puts an equal weight on all agents

who are alive at the time of the reform. Importantly, the government takes into account

the effect of the tax reform on people’s welfare over the transition. The optimal tax

problem then is to find the tax rate τ on capital income that leads to the competitive

equilibrium that achieves the highest social welfare. Formally, the government solves the

following problem:

max
τ

∑
i=u,s

πi,0

∫
Zi×A

vi,0(zi, ai; τ)dΛi,0(zi, ai) (4)

such that, for every τ, vi,0(zi, ai; τ) is the value in the corresponding competitive equilib-

rium.

This baseline social welfare function: (i) puts a uniform weight on all agents and (ii)

does not take into account the welfare of future generations. In subsubsection, 1.6.2 we

conduct optimal tax exercises and analyze the impact of capital-skill complementarity

on optimal capital taxes under different social welfare functions that: (i) put all weight
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on the most unfortunate member of society, (ii) ignore redistribution, and (iii) take into

account future generations’ welfare.

1.4 Calibration

This section first explains how we calibrate the baseline model with capital-skill comple-

mentarity to the U.S. economy. We first fix a number of parameters to values from the

data or from the literature. These parameters are summarized in Table 1. We then cali-

brate the remaining parameters so that the stationary recursive competitive equilibrium

of the model economy matches the U.S. economy around 2017 along selected dimensions

that are key for our investigation.7 Our calibration procedure is summarized in Table 3.

Whenever data is not available until 2017 for some variable, we use the most recent data.

The details and definitions of the data are included in Appendix A.2.

Preferences and Demographics. One period in the model corresponds to one year.

We assume that the period utility function takes the form

u(c)− v(l) =
c1−σ

1− σ
− ϕ

l1+γ

1 + γ
,

where σ equals the coefficient of relative risk aversion while γ controls the Frisch elasticity

of labor supply. In the benchmark case, we use σ = 1 and γ = 1. These are within the

range of values that have been considered in the literature. We calibrate ϕ to match the

average labor supply. Agents in the model are born at the real life age of 25 and enter the

labor market immediately. Following Castaneda et al. (2003), the survival probability χ

is set to 0.978 to match the average working life-span of 45 years. The discount rate, β,

is calibrated internally as explained below.

7The existence of stationary equilibrium requires the assumption that policies (government expendi-
ture, debt and taxes) do not change over time. Given this, a stationary recursive competitive equilibrium
is a recursive competitive equilibrium defined exactly as in section 1.2 in which the firm allocation, con-
sumer value and policy functions, skill choices, prices and distributions over individual states are all
independent of time. We choose 2017 U.S. economy as the calibration target because we want to focus
on the economy before the capital tax reform of President Trump’s administration entered into effect on
January 1, 2018.
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The fraction of skilled agents is calculated to be 0.3544 using the Current Population

Survey (CPS) data for 2017. We focus on males who are 25 years old or older and who

have earnings. To be consistent with Krusell et al. (2000), skilled people are defined as

those who have at least a bachelor’s degree. We set the fraction of skilled workers in

the model to 0.3544 exogeneously and not specify a cost distribution yet since this is not

needed to compute the status-quo stationary economy. The cost distribution, which is

needed for the optimal tax analysis, is calibrated in subsubsection 1.5 to be consistent

with this number in equilibrium with endogenous skill choice.

Technology. In the baseline economy with capital-skill complementarity, the produc-

tion function takes the same form as in Krusell et al. (2000):

Y = F (Ks, Ke, Ls, Lu) = Kα
s

(
ν [ωKρ

e + (1− ω)Lρs]
η
ρ + (1− ν)Lηu

) 1−α
η
. (5)

In this formula, ρ controls the degree of complementarity between equipment capital

and skilled labor while η controls the degree of complementarity between equipment

capital and unskilled labor. Krusell et al. (2000) estimate ρ and η, and we use their

estimates. Their estimates of these two parameters imply that equipment capital is more

complementary with skilled than unskilled labor. The parameter α gives the income

share of structure capital. The other two parameters in this production function, ω and

ν jointly control the income shares of equipment capital, skilled labor and unskilled labor.

These three parameters are calibrated internally, as explained in detail later.

Government. As reported in the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA), the

government consumption-to-output ratio has been fairly stable with an average of about

16% since the 1980’s. This is the value we use. We assume a government debt of 60% of

GDP, which equals the federal debt held by private investors over GDP in 2015 according

to the Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis FRED database.

We follow Trabandt and Uhlig (2011) and assume that the current tax rate on cap-

ital income is τ = 36%. As for labor income taxes, modeling the progressivity of the
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Table 1: Benchmark Parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Source
Technology (Capital-skill complementarity)
Structure capital depreciation rate δs 0.056 GHK
Equipment capital depreciation rate δe 0.124 GHK
Elasticity of substitution between Ke and Lu η 0.401 KORV
Elasticity of substitution between Ke and Ls ρ -0.495 KORV
Technology (Cobb-Douglas)
Capital’s share of output θ 1/3
Elasticity of substitution between Ls and Lu ε 0.2908 KM
Depreciation rate of capital δ 0.0787
Common parameters
Relative risk aversion parameter σ 1
Inverse Frisch elasticity γ 1
Survival probability χ 0.978 CDR
Relative supply of skilled workers πs 0.3544 CPS
Labor tax progressivity τl 0.1 FN
Linear tax rate on capital income τ 0.36 TU
Government consumption G/Y 0.16 NIPA
Government debt D/Y 0.60 FRED

This table reports the benchmark parameters that we take directly from the literature or the data. The acronyms CDR, FN,

GHK, KORV, KL, KM and TU stand for Castaneda et al. (2003), Ferrière and Navarro (2018), Greenwood et al. (1997a),

Krusell et al. (2000), Heathcote et al. (2017a), Krueger and Ludwig (2016), Katz and Murphy (1992) and Trabandt and

Uhlig (2011), respectively. NIPA stands for the National Income and Product Accounts, CPS for Current Population

Survey and FRED for the FRED database of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

U.S. tax system may be important for our exercise since progressive tax systems can

already provide substantial redistribution from skilled to unskilled workers, dwarfing the

importance of taxing capital for indirect redistribution. Using longitudinal IRS (Internal

Revenue Service) data, Ferrière and Navarro (2018) provide annual estimates of τl until

2012.8 They find that τl is about 0.1 during 2010-2012. This is consistent with Dyrda

and Pugsley (2019) who estimate a progressivity parameter of slightly below 0.1 for the

same period. We use this estimate and calibrate λ, which controls the average labor tax

in the economy, to clear the government budget.

Wage Risk. It is well known that the class of models used in this paper together with

Gaussian individual labor productivity shocks falls short of matching earnings and wealth

inequality simultaneously, especially at the top end of the corresponding distributions.

8We do not use the estimate provided in Heathcote et al. (2017a) because the income base that the
tax function applies to is labor plus capital income in their paper, whereas in our paper the tax function
applies to labor income only. This is also the approach taken by Ferrière and Navarro (2018).
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One way to resolve this issue, proposed by Castaneda et al. (2003), which we follow, is to

assume the existence of a superstar individual productivity state. Specifically, for each

worker type i, productivity, z can be either in a normal or a superstar state. In the normal

state, z follows a skill-type specific AR(1) process: log zt+1 = ρi log zt + εi,t, which we

approximate by finite number Markov chains using the Rouwenhorst method described

in Kopecky and Suen (2010). At any given time, from any normal state, productivity

transits to superstar state with probability pi. When at the superstar state, productivity

is ei times larger than the average productivity across normal states. The probability

of remaining at the superstar state is qi. When agents return to the normal state, they

draw a new labor market ability from the ergodic distribution associated with the AR(1)

process. Together with the persistence parameter, ρi, and variance of the shocks, var(εi),

the productivity process introduces ten parameters to be calibrated.9

Internal Calibration. In addition to the ten parameters related to the productivity

processes, there are six parameters to be determined: the three production function

parameters, α, ω and ν, the labor disutility parameter ϕ, the discount factor β, and the

parameter governing the overall level of taxes in the tax function, λ. These 16 parameter

values are jointly chosen to ensure that the model matches the data along a number

of selected moments. Although the calibration is carried out jointly, it is instructive

to think about the calibration of the two sets of parameters separately. First, the ten

parameters that describe the individual wage risk processes are calibrated to match ten

distributional targets. These targets are the six Gini coefficients of the overall, skilled and

unskilled earnings and wealth distributions, top 1%’s share in the earnings and wealth

distribution, the ratio of average wealth of skilled workers to that of unskilled workers, and

the autocorrelation of earnings. Table 2 reports the model’s ability to match calibration

targets in Panel A and the calibrated parameter values in Panel B.

9We cannot identify the mean levels of the idiosyncratic labor productivity shock z for the two types
of agents separately from the remaining parameters of the production function and, therefore, normalize
average productivity of each skill type to 1. This assumption implies that the marginal product of labor
for type i, wi, equals the average wage rate of workers of that skill type. As a result, the skill premium
in the model economy is given by ws/wu. This is in line with the benchmark estimation of Krusell et al.
(2000) who abstract from time variation in average productivity differentials across skill types.
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Second, the remaining six parameters are chosen to match six aggregate moments.

The income shares of equipment capital, skilled labor and unskilled labor are governed

by ω and ν, and α governs the income share of structure capital. We calibrate α, ω and

ν so that (i) the share of equipment capital in total capital is 1/3 as it is approximately

in the Fixed Asset Tables (FAT) in 2017, (ii) the labor share equals 2/3, and (iii) the

skill premium equals 1.9 as reported by Heathcote et al. (2010).10 We choose ϕ so that

the aggregate labor supply in steady state equals 1/3 as commonly assumed in the macro

literature. We calibrate β so that the capital-to-output ratio in the model equals 2.07.

This number is calculated using the NIPA and Fixed Asset Tables for year 2017. Krusell

et al. (2000) exclude housing from both capital stock and output time series when they

estimate the parameters of the production function. Since we use their estimates, we also

exclude housing from both capital stock and output when we calculate the capital-to-

output ratio. Following Heathcote et al. (2017a), we choose λ to clear the government

budget constraint in equilibrium. Table 3 summarizes the internal calibration procedure.

Data targets are not reported in the table as the model is able to match the targets

precisely.

1.4.1 Calibration of the Cobb-Douglas Economy

In the second economy, we eliminate capital-skill complementarity, and use the following

production function:

Y = AKθ(κLεs + (1− κ)Lεu)
1−θ
ε

where A is total factor productivity, θ is the usual Cobb-Douglas parameter that governs

the income share of capital, κ is a share parameter that allows for skilled labor to be more

effective than unskilled labor, and ε controls the degree of substitutability between skilled

and unskilled labor. We set θ = 1/3 as is common in the literature. This is also in line with

the labor share target of the capital-skill complementarity economy. Following Katz and

10Heathcote et al. (2010) use CPS data and compute the skill premium for the period 1967-2005 for
males between ages of 25 and 60, working at least 260 hours a year. In subsequent work, they update
skill premium data series until 2016. They find that the skill premium has been stable around 1.9 during
2005-2016 period.
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Table 2: Calibration: Distributional Moments

Panel A: Moments Data Model
Earnings Gini 0.68 0.66
Earnings Gini - skilled 0.66 0.66
Earnings Gini - unskilled 0.61 0.62
Earnings Top 1%’s share 0.23 0.24
Earnings autocorrelation 0.94 0.95
Wealth Gini 0.86 0.85
Wealth Gini - skilled 0.81 0.81
Wealth Gini - unskilled 0.82 0.82
Wealth Top 1%’s share 0.39 0.38
Relative skilled wealth 5.6 5.6
Panel B: Parameters Symbol Value
Normal state persistence (skilled) ρs 0.8219
Normal state volatility of shocks (skilled) var(εs) 0.1338
Transit into superstar state (skilled) ps 1× 10−3

Remain in superstar state (skilled) qs 0.9473
Productivity superstar state (skilled) es 35.57
Normal state persistence (unskilled) ρu 0.9915
Normal state volatility of shocks (unskilled) var(εu) 0.0333
Transit into superstar state (unskilled) pu 8× 10−5

Remain in superstar state (unskilled) qu 0.0216
Productivity superstar state (unskilled) eu 43.43

This table reports calibration results regarding the wage risk parameters. The model’s ability to match calibration targets

are reported in Panel A and the calibrated parameter values are reported in Panel B. All data moments correspond to 2016

U.S. economy and are taken from Kuhn and Ŕıos-Rull (2020), with the exception of the autocorrelation of earnings, which

is reported in Boar and Midrigan (2022). Relative skilled wealth refers to the ratio of the average skilled asset holdings to

the average unskilled asset holdings.

Table 3: Calibration: Aggregate Moments

Parameter Symbol Value Target Source
Technology (CSC)
Production parameter ω 0.2824 Labor share = 2/3 NIPA
Production parameter ν 0.6581 Skill premium = 1.9 CPS
Production parameter α 0.1909 Share of equipments, Ke

K = 1/3 FAT
Technology (CD)
Total factor productivity A 0.7870 Output level of CSC economy
Production parameter κ 0.5581 Skill premium = 1.9 CPS
Common parameters
Discount factor β 0.9365 Capital to output ratio = 2.07 NIPA, FAT
Tax function parameter λ 0.8844 Government budget balance
Disutility of labor ϕ 6.90 Labor supply = 1/3

This table reports the calibration procedure for parameters that target aggregate moments. Model generated target

moments are not reported as the match is perfect. The production function parameters α, ν and ω control the income

shares of structure capital, equipment capital, skilled and unskilled labor in the capital-skill complementarity model (CSC).

The production function parameter κ controls the income shares of the skilled and unskilled labor in the Cobb-Douglas

model (CD). The tax function parameter λ controls the labor income tax rate of the mean income agent. The acronyms

CPS, FAT, and NIPA stand Current Population Survey, Fixed Asset Tables, and National Income and Product Accounts,

respectively.
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Murphy (1992), we set the elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled labor to

1.41, which implies ε = 0.2908. The depreciation rate of capital, δ, is assumed to equal the

weighted average of depreciation rates of structure capital and that of equipment capital

in the capital-skill complementarity economy. These exogenously calibrated technology

parameters for the Cobb-Douglas economy are summarized in Table 1. The rest of the

externally calibrated parameters in the Cobb-Douglas economy are chosen identically to

the complementarity economy and are also summarized in the same table. Similarly, the

same income process is used in the Cobb-Douglas economy as in the complementarity

economy.

The rest of internal calibration procedure in the Cobb-Douglas economy is identical

to that in the capital-skill complementarity economy except that there are only five pa-

rameter values left to be determined. The first parameter is the total factor productivity

parameter, A, which is calibrated so that the Cobb-Douglas economy has the same total

output as the capital-skill complementarity economy in the status-quo steady state. The

calibrated value for A is reported in Table 3. The second parameter is κ, which is chosen

to ensure that the skill premium equals 1.9. The remaining three parameters are the labor

disutility parameter ϕ, the discount factor β, and the parameter governing the overall

level of taxes in the tax function, λ. We calibrate these parameters to match the exact

same targets as in the complementarity economy. As a result, the calibrated parameter

values for these three are identical to those in the complementarity economy, and are

given in the last four rows of Table 3.

It is worth emphasizing that the calibration procedures render the two economies

completely identical. That is, the real interest rate, the skilled and unskilled wages,

aggregate output, aggregate capital stock, aggregate labor and consumption, as well as

the distributions of consumption, labor supply, assets, earnings and welfare across workers

are identical in the initial steady states of the two economies. This synchronization of the

capital-skill complementarity and Cobb-Douglas economies is important as it assures us

that the difference in the optimal tax rates across the two economies cannot be coming
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Table 4: Non-Targeted Moments

A: Earnings
blablablab blablablab Quintiles blablablab

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Data 0 2.9% 9.8% 19.1% 68.3%
Model 1.7% 3.3% 10.6% 14.9% 69.5%

B: Wealth
blablablab blablablab Quintiles blablablab

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Data -0.5% 0.6% 2.9% 8.6% 88.3%
Model 0% 0.1% 2.7% 9.1% 88.0%

This table reports the fit of the model with respect to some non-targetted moments of the earnings and wealth distributions.

All data moments correspond to 2016 U.S. economy and are taken from Kuhn and Ŕıos-Rull (2020).

from differences in initial conditions. The difference in optimal tax rates emerges from

the fact that the two economies respond differently to identical tax reforms.

1.4.2 Model Fit

In this section, we provide a further validation of our calibration by comparing the cali-

brated model to the data along a number of non-targeted moments.

Cross sectional Moments. Table 4 summarizes the performance of the model vis-

a-vis the data in terms of cross-sectional earnings and wealth moments that are not

targeted in our calibration. Panel A reports the earnings share of each earnings quintile

both in the model and in the data whereas Panel B does the same for wealth. We find

that our model reproduces well the degree of inequality in earnings and wealth that is

present in the U.S. economy. We also investigate how our model performs regarding the

distribution of hours worked by comparing a number of key moments to their empirical

counterparts calculated by Heathcote et al. (2010) and their subsequent work (updated to

year 2016). The variance of log hours delivered by the model is 0.13 which compares well

to its empirical counterpart of 0.12. The Gini coefficient of hours worked in the model is

0.1, which falls moderately short of 0.14 in the data. Hong et al. (2019) estimates hours

volatility by skill type and find that the coefficient of variation of skilled hours is 0.2 and

0.22 among skilled and unskilled (their data refers to year 2000). The model delivers 0.11

and 0.33.
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Long-Term Changes in Macroeconomic Variables. Krusell et al. (2000) argue

that, under the assumption of capital-skill complementarity, the declining price of equip-

ment and the changes in the relative supply of skilled workers explain most of the changes

in the skill premium between 1960’s and 1990’s. In this section, we investigate how well

our calibrated model performs in terms of matching long-run changes in the skill premium

and some other macroeconomic variables. Specifically, we take the model economy that

is calibrated to the 2017 U.S. economy and feed in the price of equipment, the relative

supply of skilled workers and government policies in the 1967 U.S. economy, and solve for

the stationary equilibrium of the model that corresponds to 1967. Appendix A.3 provides

a further description of the steady state that corresponds to the 1967 economy.

We then compare the model generated changes in the skill premium and other macroe-

conomic moments between 1967 and 2017 with their empirical counterparts. Table 5

summarizes our results. We find that our model matches quite well the long-run change

in the skill premium in response to changes in equipment price and relative supply of

skilled workers.11 During the same time period, the share of equipment in total capital

stock decreased from 0.36 to 0.32, or by 12%. The corresponding decline in the share

of equipment implied by the model is similar at 15%. The model fails to capture the

decline of the labor share in the last few decades which has been argued by a recent

literature; see, for instance, Karabarbounis and Neiman (2014).12 The model matches

well the growth in real output per capita as well as the decline in the share of output

that is used for investment.

1.5 Calibration of the Cost of Skill Acquisition

Following the calibration strategy in Heathcote et al. (2010), we assume a log-normal

distribution of the cost of skill acquisition, H, and pin down the two unknown parameters

11Slav́ık and Yazici (2022) report a similar finding using an open economy incomplete markets model.
12The fact that the production function we use does not capture the recent decline in the labor share

is known from Krusell et al. (2000) and the literature that follows. For example, Ohanian et al. (2021),
who find strong evidence for continued capital-skill complementarity and that the Krusell et al. (2000)
model continues to closely account for the skill premium in the most recent data, also report that the
model overpredicts the level of the labor share by about four percentage points throughout most of the
2010s.
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Table 5: Non-Targeted Moments: Macroeconomic Variables

Data Model
1967 2017 Change 1967 2017 Change

Skill premium 1.50 1.90 27% 1.48 1.90 28%
Share of equipment 0.36 0.32 -12% 0.39 0.33 -15%
Labor share 0.66 0.61 -9% 0.63 0.66 5%
Real output 137% 147%
Investment-to-output ratio 0.21 0.20 -6% 0.17 0.16 -4%

This table reports the performance of the calibrated model in terms of matching long-run changes in the skill premium,

share of equipment in total capital stock, labor share, real output, and investment-to-capital ratio. For the details on data

construction, see Appendix A.3.

of this distribution, its mean and the variance, to ensure that the 1967 and the 2017

steady states of the model economy that were described in the previous section match

the fraction of skilled workers in the U.S. economy. Further details of this calibration are

provided in Appendix A.4.

The calibration of the cost distribution H is important as it controls the elasticity of

the fraction of skilled workers with respect to the skill premium, which itself is impor-

tant for the quantitative strength of our mechanism. A number of papers estimate the

elasticity of college enrolment with respect to the skill premium for the U.S. economy by

estimating the following relationship using time series data: log(enrt) = a + b · log(spt).

The coefficient b gives the percentage change in enrolment that is associated with a one-

percent change in skill premium and is interpreted as the elasticity of enrolment with

respect to the skill premium. The estimates of this elasticity vary considerably across

studies depending on the exact definition of variables used and the time periods taken

into account, but fall mostly within the range of 1 to 2 as reported in the meta analysis

by Freeman (1982). Estimating the same relationship using model simulated data over

the transition following various capital tax reforms (including the optimal one), we find

that the elasticity of college enrolment implied by our model is quite stable and within

this range of empirical estimates provided by the literature.

1.6 Optimal Capital Taxation

This section describes the key features of optimal capital tax reforms for economies with

and without capital-skill complementarity. After providing baseline results - for the
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Table 6: Optimal Taxes: Baseline Results

τ λ

Status Quo 0.36 0.89
Cobb-Douglas 0.61 0.95
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.67 0.96

The first row of the table reports status-quo capital tax rate used in our calibration and the corresponding average labor

income tax parameter in the corresponding steady state. The second and third rows report the optimal capital tax

rate and the labor income tax parameter in the resulting final steady state for both the Cobb-Douglas and capital-skill

complementarity models.

economies calibrated in section 1.4 and under Utilitarian social welfare function, we check

how our results are affected by alternative calibrations and social welfare functions.

1.6.1 Baseline Results

The first row of Table 6 reports the status-quo capital tax rate used in our calibration

and the corresponding steady-state average labor income taxes, controlled by 1− λ. The

second and third rows report the values of corresponding variables under the optimal

reforms for the Cobb-Douglas and capital-skill complementarity economies. The main

finding is that the optimal capital tax rate in the capital-skill complementarity economy

is significantly larger than that in the Cobb-Douglas economy, 67% vs. 61%. Accordingly,

optimal average labor taxes in the steady state are relatively lower in the capital-skill

complementarity economy.

In the Cobb-Douglas economy, increasing the tax rate on capital income has the bene-

fit of decreasing consumption inequality since capital income is more unevenly distributed

across the population than labor income. However, taxing capital also entails the usual

cost of discouraging its accumulation, and hence, depressing output. That the optimal

capital tax rate is positive and large, 61% in our calculation, arises mainly from this

trade off. Similar large capital tax rates have been found to be optimal previously in the

literature, for instance, by Dyrda and Pedroni (2022).

What is more interesting is the finding that under capital-skill complementarity, the

capital tax rate should be set significantly, namely 6 percentage points, higher. The rea-

son for this difference is that, in the capital-skill complementarity economy, besides the
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Figure 1: Dynamics of key macroeconomic variables following the optimal reform

The six graphs report how the skill premium, ratio of average consumption of the skilled workers to that of unskilled

workers, Gini coefficient of the consumption distribution, capital-output ratio, aggregate output and fraction of skilled

workers change over the transition following the optimal tax reform. CSC and CD refer to capital-skill complementarity

and Cobb-Douglas economies, respectively.

trade off explained above, increasing capital taxes has an additional redistributive ben-

efit. Higher capital taxes slow down aggregate capital accumulation, and in particular

the accumulation of equipment capital. When there is capital-skill complementarity, this

decreases the relative demand for skilled labor, which then diminishes the skill premium.

As a result, increasing capital taxes provides indirect redistribution from skilled to un-

skilled agents. To the extent that unskilled agents are poorer, they have higher marginal

utility from consumption, and hence, this redistribution increases social welfare from the

perspective of a Utilitarian planner. Observe that this indirect redistribution channel is

partly mitigated by the fact that the decline in the skill premium coming from higher

capital taxes discourages skill acquisition, preventing the skill premium from declining

further.

The indirect redistribution channel at work under capital-skill complementarity can

be observed from Figure 1a which shows that the reform reduces the skill premium
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Table 7: Skill Premium Decomposition

Pre-reform +Capital +Extensive +Intensive
Cobb-Douglas 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.91
Capital-skill complementarity 1.90 1.73 1.86 1.86

This table decomposes the change in skill premium in response to optimal capital tax reforms across steady states for

Cobb-Douglas (CD) and capital-skill complementarity (CSC) economies into components coming from changes in the

capital stock and the extensive and intensive margins of labor supplies of both skill types.

considerably, from 1.90 to as low as 1.84 over the transition to a final steady-state level

of just above 1.86. Rising capital taxes have virtually no effect on the skill premium

in the Cobb-Douglas case. Table 7 provides further details of how changes in capital

and labor allocations affect the skill premium. The first and fourth columns in the table

are the pre-reform and the post-reform steady state values of the skill premium. The

second column computes the skill premium for an artificial allocation which fixes the

values of aggregate skilled and unskilled effective hours, Ls and Lu, to pre-reform steady

state levels while setting the stock of capital (of both types in the CSC economy) to the

post-reform level, thereby isolating the capital channel. Relative to the second column,

the third column changes only the fraction of skilled workers to the post-reform level,

holding the average skilled and unskilled labor hours fixed, and computes the implied

skill premium. This way, the third column isolates the extensive margin effect. Finally,

a comparison of the third and fourth columns gives the intensive margin effect on the

skill premium (by adjusting the skilled and unskilled hours to the post reform steady-

state values). As expected, in the CSC economy, the decline in capital stock has the

strongest effect on the skill premium which is partially offset by the resulting decline in

the fraction of skilled workers. The capital channel is not operational and the extensive

margin channel is negligible in the CD economy. The intensive margin effects are small

in both cases.

The redistributive benefit of the decline of the skill premium in the CSC economy can

be seen from Figure 1b: average consumption inequality between the two groups falls over

the transition. The decline in consumption inequality in the Cobb-Douglas economy in

response to increasing capital taxes is significantly less pronounced. A similar pattern can

be observed looking at Figure 1c: consumption Gini decreases more in the CSC economy.
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Higher capital taxes have similar aggregate implications in the two economies: they

reduce capital intensity and output. This happens to a larger extent in the CSC economy

as displayed by Figure 1d and Figure 1e because the capital tax increase is larger in the

CSC economy. As Figure 1f shows, an important difference between the two economies

is the decline in the fraction of skilled workers observed only in the CSC economy, which

is caused by the decline in the skill premium.

Welfare Gains. The welfare gains of the reform are equivalent to increasing the con-

sumption of all agents (who were alive at the time of the reform) at all dates and states

by 1.25% in the economy with capital-skill complementarity, while the corresponding

welfare gains number is 0.85% in the standard Cobb-Douglas economy. This implies that

carrying out the optimal capital tax reform is more important in terms of its welfare

effects when capital-skill complementarity in production is taken into account.

Components of Welfare Gains. Following Benabou (2002a) and Floden (2001), we

decompose the total welfare gains, ∆, into three components: level, ∆L, redistribution,

∆R, and insurance, ∆I , where 1+∆ = (1+∆I)(1+∆R)(1+∆L).
13 The level component

measures the welfare gains that arise from improvements in aggregate quantities between

the pre-reform and post-reform allocations. It aims to capture efficiency gains that result

from better allocation of productive resources and reduction in distortionary taxes. The

redistribution component measures the gains that arise from a reduction in inequality

between the two allocations. Finally, the insurance component measures the welfare gains

that arise from a reduction in risk associated with pre-reform vs. post-reform allocations,

and aims to capture the magnitude of insurance that the tax reform provides.

The first row of Table 8 shows that the reform brings substantial redistributive gains

at the cost of large level losses and a modest increase in the risk faced by individuals

in the CD economy. Recall that the reform increases the capital tax rate and lowers

13Our decomposition is more closely related to, but distinct from, Dyrda and Pedroni (2022), who
extend the methods developed by prior literature to measure welfare gains over transitions. Our and
their methods produce identical level effects and similar but non-negligibly different redistribution and
insurance effects. With our method, one does not need to define certainty equivalent allocations over
transition. The precise definitions used in our decomposition are provided in Appendix A.5. There, we
also formally prove the claim 1 +∆ = (1 +∆I)(1 + ∆R)(1 + ∆L).
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Table 8: Decomposition of Welfare Gains in Baseline Reform

∆ ∆L ∆R ∆I

Cobb-Douglas 0.85 -1.45 2.44 -0.11
Skilled -1.09 -3.68 2.81 -0.12
Unskilled 1.93 1.12 0.90 -0.10

Capital-Skill Complementarity 1.25 -2.12 3.19 0.24
Skilled -1.95 -5.46 3.15 0.55
Unskilled 3.04 1.86 1.09 0.07

The first panel of the table reports the total welfare gains of the reform (∆) and its decomposition to level (∆L), redistri-

bution (∆R) and insurance (∆I) effects in consumption equivalence units for the Cobb-Douglas economy while the second

panel reports the same for the capital-skill complementarity economy.

labor taxes. The rise in capital tax rate generates redistribution as wealth is distributed

very unevenly. The decline in average labor taxes goes in the opposite direction but is

clearly trumped by the capital tax rate. This is in line with the findings of Dyrda and

Pedroni (2022) who argue that, in an economy that is similar to ours, changes to capital

income taxes are more important for redistributive gains than changes to labor taxes.

Large distortions created by higher capital taxes lower productivity (through mainly

lower capital intensity in production), which manifests itself in negative level effects.14

Lower labor taxes increase the share of total household after-tax income that is risky.

This is a force for negative insurance effect of the reform. However, since it increases

aggregate labor and reduces the capital stock, the reform also decreases wages, which has

a positive insurance effect. This counteracting general equilibrium force partially offsets

the former, resulting in a small and negative insurance effect.

A comparison of the first and the fourth rows reveals that, by pushing the capital tax

rate even higher in the capital-skill complementarity economy, the government achieves

more redistribution but this comes at the cost of larger level losses. The insurance effect

changes sign relative to the Cobb-Douglas economy, albeit it is still quite small relative

to other components.

14From Dyrda and Pedroni (2022), we know that increasing the capital tax rate can work in the
direction of increasing labor productivity if there are wealth effects on labor supply. Lowering labor
taxes can also increase labor productivity, especially since our labor tax schedule is progressive. These
positive effects on productivity are, however, trumped by the aforementioned distortionary effects of
the reform, which, therefore, generates overall negative level effects. This is, in part, due to the fact
that, as shown by Dyrda and Pedroni (2022), time variation of fiscal instruments is important for the
productivity enhancing effect of rising capital taxes.
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Figure 2: Components of Welfare Gains

This figure displays the three components of welfare gains, level, insurance, and redistribution, as well as total welfare gains

from capital tax reforms for Cobb-Douglas and capital-skill complementarity economies. From left to right, the solid black

lines represent the status-quo, optimal Cobb-Douglas and optimal capital-skill complementarity capital tax rates.

Figure 2 depicts a more complete picture by comparing how identical tax reforms affect

welfare via the three components in the two economies. While rising capital taxes have

comparable level effects in CSC and CD economies, they generate larger redistributive

gains in the former, which is expected given that the indirect redistribution channel

present only in that economy. The insurance effects of increasing capital taxes are smaller

in magnitude relative to other components. They are non-monotonic in general, but

positive and increasing at higher tax rates, and are larger in the CSC economy. This is

partly due to the fact that, for a given capital tax rate increase, averages wages for both

skilled and unskilled workers decline more in the CSC economy.

Distribution of Welfare Gains. We also find that the distribution of welfare gains

is more tilted toward the unskilled in the CSC model relative to the CD model. As

the second and third rows of Table 8 display, the welfare of unskilled agents as a group

increases by 1.93% in consumption equivalence units in the CD economy while the skilled

agents’ welfare decreases by 1.09%. The corresponding numbers are more extreme in the
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CSC economy: a 3.04% increase for unskilled and a 1.95% decrease for skilled. Looking

at the decomposition of these gains, perhaps most notable is that the skilled agents

face much larger level losses relative to the aggregate level losses while unskilled agents

experience level gains in both economies. This is because, in addition to the aggregate

level loss coming from increased distortions in the economy, the reform also taxes away

their wealth to be redistributed to unskilled workers. Importantly, the level losses of

skilled and gains of the unskilled are more pronounced in the CSC economy because of

the indirect redistribution channel that is also at work.

Not reported in Table 8 is a closer look at the winners and the losers of the reform

within each skill group. It is the asset-poor agents who gain and the asset-rich agents

who lose in both groups in both economies. In the CSC economy, while 88% of the

unskilled gain, only 49% of the skilled do so. Since the indirect redistribution channel is

missing in the CD economy, the welfare implications are more symmetric within the two

groups than in the capital-skill complementarity case: 87% of the unskilled and 54% of

the skilled gain.

1.6.2 Alternative Social Welfare Criteria

The baseline analysis assumes that the government evaluates the outcome of the reform

by aggregating citizens’ welfare using a Utilitarian social welfare function that puts an

equal weight on all agents who were alive at the time of the reform. In this section, we

consider alternative assumptions regarding how society adds up individual utilities.

Rawlsian Social Welfare. A substantially more redistributive alternative is the Rawl-

sian social welfare criterion. This social welfare function maximizes the welfare of the

least fortunate member of society. The optimal tax problem then is to find the tax rate

τ on capital income that leads to the competitive equilibrium that achieves the highest

welfare for the agent with the lowest welfare among all the agents who were alive at the

time of the reform. Formally, the government solves the following problem:

max
τ

min
i∈u,s;(zi,ai)∈Zi×A

vi,0(zi, ai; τ) (6)
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such that, for every τ, vi,0(zi, ai; τ) is the value in the corresponding competitive equilib-

rium.

The results of this exercise are reported in the second panel of Table 9. We find that

the optimal capital tax rate is 74% in the economy with capital-skill complementarity

while it is 70% in the economy without. Since redistributive considerations are more

important under the Rawlsian social welfare criterion, the government uses capital taxes

more heavily in both economies in order to tax asset-rich agents. The difference between

the optimal rates in the CSC and CD economies is four percentage points, somewhat

lower than the differential in the benchmark case.15

Ignoring Redistribution. Next, we consider an optimal tax problem of a planner

that does not value redistribution across initial types. We do so by making use of the

decomposition of welfare gains introduced in section 1.6.1. Specifically, we look for the

capital tax rate that maximizes the combination of the efficiency and insurance gains of

reform, which corresponds to (1 + ∆L)(1 + ∆I). The results are given in the third panel

of Table 9. First, compared to the baseline exercise, the optimal capital tax rates are

much lower in both economies. This is expected as the main benefit of capital taxation

is redistribution. Second, the optimal capital tax rate is still significantly higher in the

CSC economy. A glance at Figure 2 shows that this is because the insurance and level

gains associated with cutting capital taxes are lower in the CSC economy.

Weight on Unborn Generations. In the baseline exercise, we assume that the plan-

ner weighs only the welfare of generations who are alive at the time of the reform in the

social welfare calculus. In this section, we investigate the impact of capital-skill comple-

15One explanation as to why the differential falls is as follows. Changing the social welfare function
from Utilitarian, which puts some weight on skilled workers’ welfare, to Rawlsian, which puts all weight
on unskilled workers (since lowest welfare agent is unskilled), one may expect that our channel - which
redistributes from skilled to unskilled as a group - becomes more pronounced, and hence, the optimal cap-
ital tax differential between CD and CSC economies should increase. However, moving from Utilitarian
social welfare function to Rawlsian also implies that although we were putting weight on people with all
asset levels before, now we put weight only on workers with the lowest asset level (namely workers with
no assets). This means that the standard channel for redistributive capital taxation also becomes more
pronounced. Whether the optimal tax differential increases depends on which of the two mechanisms’
strength increases more, which is a quantitative matter, and in part, depends on the relative degrees of
wealth inequality vs. skill premium.
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Table 9: Optimal Taxes under Alternative Social Welfare Functions

τ λ

Status Quo 0.36 0.89

Baseline
Cobb-Douglas 0.61 0.95
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.67 0.96

Rawlsian Social Welfare
Cobb-Douglas 0.70 0.97
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.74 0.97

Ignoring Redistribution
Cobb-Douglas 0.08 0.821
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.14 0.837

Weight on Unborn Generations
Cobb-Douglas 0.53 0.93
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.56 0.93

The first row of the table reports status-quo capital tax rate used in our calibration and the corresponding average labor

income tax parameter in the corresponding steady state. The second and third rows report the optimal capital tax

rate and the labor income tax parameter in the resulting final steady state for both the Cobb-Douglas and capital-skill

complementarity models for the baseline exercise. The fourth and fifth rows report the values of the same variables for the

exercise in which the social welfare function is Rawlsian while the sixth and the seventh rows report these for the case in

which social welfare function consists of the multiplication of the level and insurance components and ignores redistribution

component. Finally, last two rows report optimal capital tax rate and the corresponding final steady-state labor income

tax parameter for a social welfare function that weighs utility of generations who were yet to be born at the reform date.

mentarity on optimal capital taxation under the assumption that society also takes into

account the utility of the generations who are yet to be born as of the time of the reform.

For comparability to the baseline exercise, we assume that the planner cares about all

citizens who were alive at the date of the reform equally. All citizens who are born on a

certain date t after the reform enter the social calculus with a welfare weight of β̂t = βt.

The social welfare is then given by:

∑
i=u,s

πi,0

∫
Zi×A

vi,0(zi, ai; τ)dΛi,0(zi, ai) + (1− χ)
∞∑
t=1

β̂t
∑
i=u,s

πi,t

∫
Zi

[vi,t(zi, 0)− ψi]dΛ
z
i (zi),

where Λzi is the stationary distribution associated with the Markov chain that describes

the evolution of the productivity shock for type i.We believe that β̂ = β is a natural case

to consider since this amounts to assuming that the social discount factor that applies to

utility from consumption in a given period only depends on the period and is independent

of the cohort that enjoys that consumption.
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The results of this exercise are reported in the bottom two rows of Table 9. First,

in both CD and CSC economies, the optimal capital tax rates are lower relative to the

benchmark exercise. This is expected since while the redistributive benefit of capital

taxation is enjoyed more in the short run, the cost of capital taxation - the slowing

down of capital accumulation - is a forward looking cost, and the social welfare function

employed in this section puts more weight on the future relative to the baseline case. We

also find that the impact of capital-skill complementarity on optimal taxes, as measured

by the difference in the optimal capital tax rates between CSC and CD economies, is

lower relative to the baseline exercise. The same intuition is at play here. The indirect

redistribution channel that capital-skill complementarity unleashes brings more benefits

in the short run while the additional distortion that this creates, namely the decline in the

fraction of skilled workers, is a forward looking cost. Therefore, the additional capital tax

that capital-skill complementarity implies is smaller when future generations are taken

into account.

1.6.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Cost of Skill Acquisition. In the baseline economy, following Heathcote et al. (2010),

we assume that the cost of skill acquisition is distributed according to a log-normal distri-

bution. In this section, we recalibrate the distribution of cost of skill acquisition assuming

it is distributed according to another commonly used two-parameter distribution, the lo-

gistic distribution (see, among others, Guerreiro et al. (2021)). The calibration of the

model is identical up to the cost distribution, which is calibrated in a way identical to the

calibration of the log-normal cost distribution in the baseline case. The results, which are

summarized in Table 10 in the second panel from the top, show that the optimal capital

taxes are five percentage points higher in the CSC economy (66%) relative to the CD

economy (61%). The difference is 1 percentage point smaller than in the baseline.

We also consider an exercise with inelastic skill supply in which we keep the fraction

of skilled workers exogenously at the pre-reform level. This is obviously an extreme

assumption but this exercise is useful as it informs us about the significance of skill choice
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Table 10: Optimal Taxes: Sensitivity Results

τ λ
Status quo 0.36 0.89

Baseline
Cobb-Douglas 0.61 0.95
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.67 0.96

Logistic Cost of Skill Acquisition
Cobb-Douglas 0.61 0.95
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.66 0.96

Exogenous Skills
Cobb-Douglas 0.62 0.95
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.73 0.99

Capital-Skill Complementarity
Cobb-Douglas (baseline) 0.61 0.95
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.67 0.96

Lower Labor Supply Elasticity
Cobb-Douglas 0.60 0.94
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.65 0.95

The first column of the table reports status-quo capital and average labor income taxes under the status-quo tax system.

The second and third columns report optimal capital taxes and the steady-state value of average labor income taxes under

the optimal tax system for both the Cobb-Douglas (CD) and capital-skill complementarity (CSC) models.

as a behavioral response to capital tax reforms. As the third panel of Table 10 displays,

in this case optimal taxes are higher in both CD and CSC economies: 62% and 73%,

respectively. This is intuitive: in both economies, higher capital taxes reduce people’s

incentives to acquire skills as skilled workers earn more and acquire more wealth. In fact,

this is the only channel operating in the CD economy. In the CSC economy, in addition to

this channel, higher capital taxes also reduce the skill premium, thereby disincentivizing

skill acquisition further. The fact that ignoring skill choice increases optimal capital

taxes much more in the CSC economy implies that this latter channel is quantitatively

important.

Capital-Skill Complementarity. The mechanism that calls for higher optimal taxes

on capital income works through the presence of capital-skill complementarity in produc-

tion. In this regard, our results may be sensitive to the degree of relative substitutability

of capital and skilled labor. Krusell et al. (2000), whose elasticity estimates we employ

in our quantitative work, use data from the period 1963-1992. However, the world in

general and the U.S. economy in particular has been going through an unprecetended
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technological change in the last three decades. A recent working paper by Maliar et al.

(2020) estimates the same production function, given by (5), using more recent data,

namely data from the period 1963-2017. They find that in the recent data, the elasticity

of substitution between equipment and unskilled labor is about 1.71, and the one between

equipment and skilled labor of about 0.76. These values are higher than the correspond-

ing numbers in Krusell et al. (2000), which are 1.67 and 0.67, respectively. This implies

that equipment capital has become more substitutable with both skilled and unskilled la-

bor. Nonetheless, Maliar et al. (2020) conclude that the production function estimated by

Krusell et al. (2000) and the capital-skill complementarity mechanism remain remarkably

successfull in explaining the skill premium dynamics.

To assess the sensitivity of our result to these elasticities, we now compute the 2017

steady state using the parameter values from the baseline calibration except for the values

of ρ and η, which we take from Maliar et al. (2020). We find that the resulting stationary

equilibrium still matches the U.S. economy very well in terms of our calibration targets.

We then conduct the optimal capital tax reform for the CSC economy with the parameters

ρ and η from Maliar et al. (2020), and as reported in the fourth panel of Table 10, we

find that the optimal capital tax rate is 67%, the same as in the baseline case.16

Elasticity of Labor Supply. In our benchmark exercise, we take the parameter that

controls the Frisch elasticity of labor supply to be γ = 1, which implies an elasticity of 1.

As a sensitivity check, we conduct optimal tax exercise for an economy that is recalibrated

assuming γ = 2 (Frisch elasticity equals 0.5).17 The results of this exercise are reported in

the last panel of Table 10. The optimal capital tax rate equals 65% in the economy with

16A key assumption in the analysis of Krusell et al. (2000) is their choice of the time series of the
price of equipment capital. This choice determines the time series of real stock of equipment capital in
the data, which affects the estimation of elasticities. Polgreen and Silos (2008) conduct two sensitivity
checks to Krusell et al. (2000) by using two alternative series for the price of equipment capital. They
estimate the production function given by (5) using these two alternative series. In a previous version of
this paper, we conducted the optimal tax analysis for these two additional capital-skill complementarity
economies and find that the optimal capital tax rates for these economies are also very similar to the
one in the baseline capital-skill complementarity economy, providing further robustness to our baseline
findings.

17The values of parameters that are taken from the literature are identical to those in the baseline
calibration, and hence are reported in Table 1. The values of internally calibrated parameters are reported
in Table 18 and Table 19, which are relegated to Appendix A.6 for brevity.
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capital-skill complementarity while it is 60% in the Cobb-Douglas economy. We conclude

that the main finding - that the presence of capital-skill complementarity in production

calls for higher optimal capital taxes - is not affected by Frisch elasticity, at least in the

region of empirically plausible elasticities.

1.7 Tax Reforms with Richer Instruments

1.7.1 Differential Taxation of Equipment and Structures

In the baseline optimal tax exercise, we assume that the government is not allowed to

tax equipment and structures differently in the CSC economy. This is mainly motivated

by the fact that statutory tax rates on capital income derived from different types of

capital is the same. However, effective tax rates can differ by capital type (mainly due

to tax depreciation allowances that differ from actual depreciation rates). In this section,

we consider a tax reform in which the government is allowed to tax equipment and

structures at different rates. We find that optimal tax rate of structures is 65% while

that on equipment is 69%, see the second panel of Table 11. The fact that equipment

capital is optimally taxed at a higher rate than capital in the CD economy follows the

same logic as in the baseline exercise. Capital structures are also taxed at a higher

rate because the government does not want to set the two tax rates too far apart from

each other in order to keep the productive efficiency distortions associated with taxing

two capital types differently. Similar to the baseline exercise, average optimal tax rate

on capital income in the CSC economy is about six percentage points higher than the

optimal capital tax rate in CD economy.

The optimality of differential taxation of capital is in line with Slav́ık and Yazici

(2014) who, relative to our four percentage point differential between taxes on equipment

and structures, find that a much larger differential is optimal. This is mainly due to

the fact that they do not take into account endogenous skill supply nor do they model

heterogeneity beyond differences in skills.
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Table 11: Optimal Taxes: Richer Instruments

τs τe τl λ
Status quo 0.36 0.36 0.10 0.89

Baseline
Cobb-Douglas 0.61 0.61 0.10 0.95
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.67 0.67 0.10 0.96

Differential Capital Taxation
Cobb-Douglas (baseline) 0.61 0.61 0.10 0.95
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.65 0.69 0.10 0.96

Comprehensive Reform
Cobb-Douglas 0.63 0.63 0.37 0.75
Capital-Skill Complementarity 0.71 0.71 0.37 0.69

The first column of the table reports status-quo capital and average labor income taxes under the status-quo tax system.

The second and third columns report optimal capital taxes and the steady-state value of average labor income taxes under

the optimal tax system for both the Cobb-Douglas (CD) and capital-skill complementarity (CSC) models.

1.7.2 Comprehensive Reform

So far, we have focused on the effect of capital-skill complementarity on the optimal

capital tax rate in the context of a tax reform in which the government is only able

to adjust the capital tax rate along with the parameter that controls the average labor

income tax, λ. In particular, this reform does not involve setting the labor income tax

progressivity parameter, τl, optimally. We pursue this route mainly because, perhaps

due to political constraints, it is often quite difficult for the government to implement

comprehensive reforms in which the capital and labor tax codes are reformed substantially

at the same time. This section aims to gauge the effect of capital-skill complementarity

on the optimal capital tax rate in the context of such a comprehensive tax reform. To

be precise, we consider the problem of a government which introduces a once and for all

unannounced change in the capital tax rate, τ, and in labor tax progressivity, τl. As in

the baseline, to ensure that its budget holds, the government adjusts the parameter that

controls the average labor income tax, {λt}∞t=0, along the transition to the new steady

state. The welfare criterion puts equal weight on all the agents who are alive at the time

of the reform and takes transition into account as in the baseline case.

The third panel of Table 11 summarizes our findings. Looking at the last two rows of

the table, we see that the optimal capital tax rate differential between the two economies

is even higher, namely 8 percentage points, in the comprehensive reform. Moreover, in
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Table 12: Decomposition of Welfare Gains in Comprehensive Reform

∆ ∆L ∆R ∆I

Cobb-Douglas 16.40 -13.46 22.25 10.02
Capital-Skill Complementarity 17.27 -14.89 23.60 11.47

The first panel of the table reports the total welfare gains of the reform (∆) and its decomposition to level (∆L), redistri-

bution (∆R) and insurance (∆I) effects in consumption equivalence units for the Cobb-Douglas economy while the second

panel reports the same for the capital-skill complementarity economy.

both economies, the government finds it optimal to increase the capital tax rate beyond

the level that is optimal in the baseline exercise, in tandem with much higher labor tax

progressivity and average labor taxes. A glance at welfare gains decomposition given by

Table 12 helps us make sense of this finding. The ability to increase labor tax progressiv-

ity in the comprehensive reform implies much larger insurance and redistribution gains

relative to the baseline reform. This is due to the fact that, with higher progressivity,

labor taxes are much more potent in making targeted transfers. This can be seen by look-

ing at Figure 3 which compares average labor tax rates across the earnings distribution

between the baseline and the comprehensive reforms. The high degree of progressivity in

the comprehensive reform allows for substantial subsidies especially at the lower end of

the earnings distribution.

The large redistribution and insurance gains come at the expense of immense level

losses relative to the partial reform. This contraction of the economy implies that to

finance the same level of spending, the government needs to raise substantially larger

revenue (relative to income) through both capital and labor income taxes. This is why

we observe a rise in both the capital tax rate and average labor taxes. Overall welfare

gains from the comprehensive reform are very large which is a finding in line with Ferrière

et al. (2022) who evaluate welfare gains of a similar reform. Unlike us, these authors find

that such an optimal reform involves a reduction in tax progressivity. The divergence

in findings follows mainly from the fact that in their model there is a transfer function,

distinct from the progressive tax function we use, through which the government is able

to transfer resources to the poor while the main way to achieve this in the context of the

current paper is via progressive labor taxes.
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Figure 3: Average Labor Tax Rates in Baseline vs. Comprehensive Reform

This figure displays the average labor tax rate that applies to the mean earner in each earnings quintile under the status quo

tax system (solid black line), baseline reform (green circles) and comprehensive reform (red circles). The vertical variation

that corresponds to each quintile in baseline and comprehensive reforms report average tax rates in every period during

transition. The figure is drawn for capital-skill complementarity economy.

1.7.3 Time-Varying Optimal Capital Taxes

In the baseline environment, we assume that the government chooses a capital tax rate

that is constant over time. Although this is not an unreasonable assumption with regards

to how actual tax rates are set in place, it is also interesting to consider the effect of

capital-skill complementarity on optimal capital taxes in a world in which the government

can commit to a time-varying sequence of capital tax rates.18 We allow for time variation

in the capital tax rate in the following parsimonious way:

τt = τexp(−ξ · t) + (1− exp(−ξ · t)τ , (7)

where t is time and (τ , τ , ξ) denote the initial tax rate, the final tax rate, and a parameter

that controls the speed of transition from the initial to the final tax rate, respectively.

At the beginning of the reform, the government announces and commits to a capital tax

18Following Aiyagari (1995), only recently researchers have begun to analyze optimal time-varying
Ramsey tax problems in economies with heterogenous agents. Dyrda and Pedroni (2022) provides one
such optimal tax analysis in an incomplete markets framework with realistic degrees of heterogeneity
similar to ours but using a much more flexible capital tax function. See also Acikgoz et al. (2018) for a
similar analysis.
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Figure 4: Optimal Time-Varying Capital Taxes

The six graphs report how the skill premium, relative skilled wealth, relative skilled consumption, aggregate capital stock,

aggregate output, and the capital-output ratio change over the transition following the optimal tax reform. CSC and CD

refer to capital-skill complementarity and Cobb-Douglas economies, respectively.

policy along with a sequence, {λt}∞t=0, which ensures that the government budget balances

every period.

In addition to equation (7), we also assume an upper bound on the tax rate τt ≤ 1,

following the literature. At the optimum, this constraint binds for a certain number of

periods after which the planner finds it optimal to decrease capital taxes below 100%.

Therefore, rather than choosing the initial tax rate, the planner chooses the number of

periods of τt = 100%. After these periods, the capital tax policy follows equation (7)

with an additional simplification, namely that the decay rate ξ = 0.2.19

The optimal tax rates on capital in the economies with and without capital-skill

complementarity are depicted in Figure 4. In both economies the planner finds it optimal

to set τt = 100% for six 6 periods. The result that if the planner can choose capital

taxes that vary over time, she will indeed choose very high capital taxes early on to

combat inequality, is well known from the literature. After these 6 initial periods, the

19We fix ξ mainly for computational tractability. This assumption is justified based on the observa-
tion that the planner has one too many instruments locally. With this tax function, the planner can
approximate a given path of tax rates, at least in the short run, with another combination of decay rate
and terminal tax rate with virtually no impact on welfare.
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optimal capital tax rates are higher in the CD economy. The reason for this seemingly

contradictory finding is as follows.

The initial 6 periods of high capital taxation are very effective in reducing inequality

in both economies, but especially in the CSC economy, as the massive decline in capital

stock reduces skill premium substantially in this economy (but not in the CD economy).

As a result, the two economies are not identical any more once the planner finds it optimal

to leave the upper bound of 100% in period 7: the skill premium is substantially lower,

namely 1.85, and hence, the need for redistribution is smaller in the CSC economy, which

calls for lower capital taxes. On the other hand, capital taxation is still a more effective

redistribution tool in the CSC economy due to the indirect redistribution channel it

provides. In period 7, these two forces offset each other to a large extent, and optimal

capital tax in CD economy is only about 1% higher than that in CSC economy.

Capital taxation is an especially effective redistribution tool at the beginning of the

reform since most of the population - except for 2.2% that are newly born - are fixed

into their skill types. Over time, the fraction of the population that makes a skill choice

increases, increasing the elasticity of the fraction of skilled with respect to capital taxes

and reducing the effectiveness of capital taxation as a redistributive tool in the CSC

economy. This implies a rise in the difference between the optimal capital tax rate across

the two economies over time. Eventually, the differential converges to 6% as the elasticity

of the fraction of skilled workers converge.

In contrast to the theoretical characterization of Aiyagari (1995), we find that the

optimal long-run capital tax rate is negative in both economies. This is possible since our

analysis differs from his in three substantive ways. First, we have a different demographic

structure where people die and are replaced by newborns, and the future generations do

not enter the social welfare function. Second, we model endogenous skill choice, which is

an additional margin through which capital taxation distorts the economy. Finally, we

assume a parametric tax function (7) with an additional restriction that the decay rate

is fixed.
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1.8 Conclusion

This paper shows that capital-skill complementarity provides a quantitatively significant

rationale for taxing capital for redistributive governments. Importantly, it does so using

a rich quantitative model with endogenous skill acquisition that allows us to replicate the

degree of earnings and wealth inequality observed in the U.S. economy. The paper finds

that it is optimal to rely more on capital income taxes and less on labor income taxes when

capital-skill complementarity is taken into account. The welfare gains of an optimal tax

reform are also significantly larger in the presence of capital-skill complementarity. Given

the overwhelming empirical evidence on the presence of capital-skill complementarities in

production, our analysis suggests that governments should take into account the presence

of such complementarities when setting capital tax rates.
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2 Optimal Taxation of Automation

2.1 Introduction

Over the past decades, the US economy has seen a substantial change against labor in

the task content of production following rapid advances in automation technologies (Ace-

moglu and Restrepo (2019)). The scope of these advances are not limited to the rise

of industrial robots and other automated machinery that displaces workers from routine

and manual tasks. Recent advances in artificial intelligence and machine learning lead to

automation of some complex tasks that require judgment, problem solving and analytical

skills.20 This implies that automation replaces both skilled and unskilled labor. The ad-

vances in automation technologies are beneficial as adoption of those technologies brings

productivity gains. However, since these gains are not evenly distributed across agents,

there are significant distributional consequences. The literature suggests that automation

is a strong candidate to explain the observed decline in share of labor in national income,

increase in wage inequality, and decline in wage growth since late 1980s.21. For instance,

Acemoglu and Restrepo (2020) estimates that one more industrial robot per thousand

workers reduces aggregate wages by about 0.42%. Their estimates suggest that 85% of

workers with less than a college degree and 15% of those with a college degree or more

are negatively affected by adoption of industrial robots in terms of wages.

Automation generates asymmetric effects across groups, and as a result inequality

deepens. Thus there is a role for tax policy to deal with negative implications of au-

tomation. The goal of this paper is to answer the following questions. Given the adverse

distributional consequences of automation, how should tax policy respond? What are

the optimal tax rates on automation for a given level of technology? How optimal taxes

change over time as technology progress? How automation taxes affect the skill acqui-

20For instance, Chui et al. (2015) estimates that financial planners, physicians, and senior executives
have a significant amount of activity that can be automated by adapting current technology.

21Autor et al. (2003); Autor et al. (2008); Acemoglu and Restrepo (2019) and several others.
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sition choice? In order to do so, the paper provides a general equilibrium model that

distinguishes between low-and high-skill automation. I find that it is optimal to distort

automation adoption in order to affect relative wages to provide redistribution. In par-

ticular, it is optimal to tax low-skill automation while subsidize high-skill automation to

compress wage inequality.

As in Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018a), low-skill (high-skill) automation corresponds

to automation of tasks that previously performed by low-skill (high-skill) labor. The

term automation refers to replacement of labor by capital that includes industrial robots,

machines, specialized software and algorithms. To the best of my knowledge, this paper

is the first one in the literature that incorporates low- and high-skill automation into

a quantitative optimal taxation framework. Modeling the two types of automation is

important as both are empirically relevant and each has a different impact on wages of

workers with different skill types. Low-skill automation increases wage inequality as it

creates a downward pressure on low-skill wages, whereas high-skill automation tends to

lower high-skill wages, hence it has the opposite effect on wage inequality. In the current

version of the model, the skill types of workers are given and do not change over time.

Endogenous skill choice will be added to the analysis.

I assume that the government is not allowed to use lump-sum transfers and skill-type

specific income taxes to provide redistribution. Under these reasonable assumptions,

both the Second Welfare Theorem and the production efficiency theorem of Diamond

and Mirrlees (1971) do not hold as in the other papers on redistribution and optimal

taxation of automation technologies (Costinot and Werning (2018b); Guerreiro et al.

(2017); Thuemmel (2018)). In the model, workers pay nonlinear labor income taxes to the

government. In addition to that, the government imposes potentially different linear taxes

on low-and high-skill automation that are paid by firms. Thus, there are two channels

of redistribution, the first one comes from progressive labor income taxation. The latter

comes from the automation taxes. As indicated above, low-and high-skill automation

have different impacts on wage distribution. Thus, any combination of automation taxes

affects relative wages.
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To study optimal taxation, I first calibrate the model to the US economy along several

dimensions. Since there is no quantitative paper that distinguishes between two types

of automation technologies, this paper additionally contributes to the literature by pro-

viding a novel calibration strategy for such models. The calibration of productivity of

capital relative to low-and high-skill workers is crucial to have a realistic level of overall

automation and to match relative exposure to automation across skill groups. Accord-

ingly, I calibrate the productivity of capital relative to low-skill workers to match share of

labor in national income as in the data. This is an important data feature to match since

automation directly affects labor share of income. Then, by using the estimates of Frey

and Osborne (2017), I calibrate the productivity of capital relative to high-skill workers

to match relative exposure to automation across low-and high-skill workers. Frey and

Osborne (2017) estimates the probability of automation for 702 occupations. I divide

those occupations into low-and high-skill categories according to required level of educa-

tion using 0*NET data, and then for each category the average exposure to automation

is computed using employment shares of the corresponding occupations as weights. In

the calibrated economy, as supported in the data, low-skill workers are more vulnerable

to automation, they earn less and have lower capital holdings relative to high-skill ones.

For a calibrated level of automation, I solve for the following tax reform. The gov-

ernment chooses the optimal combination of automation taxes to maximize a Utilitarian

social welfare function by taking transition to the final steady state into account. The

optimal combination is 19% tax on low-skill automation and 8% subsidy on high-skill

automation, as a result there is a redistribution from high- to low-skill workers. This

is because, tax on low-skill automation narrows the range of tasks in which the cost of

automation is lower than that of low-skill workers, thus it creates an upward pressure

on low-skill wages. While subsidy on high-skill automation has the opposite effect on

high-skill wages. Over transition, wage inequality declines to 1.71 from the initially cal-

ibrated value 1.9. Consequently, consumption inequality and both before and after-tax

income inequality decline. Moreover, labor share of income increases 4 pp. relative to

status-quo. This is very important for redistributional purposes as capital income is
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much more unevenly distributed than labor income. However, optimal taxes distorts ac-

cumulation of capital, so aggregate capital and output drop significantly over transition.

The welfare gains of the optimal combination are equivalent to increasing (decreasing)

the consumption of low-skill (high-skill) workers by 3.17% (4.67%) at every period un-

der the status-quo tax policy. However, the overall welfare increases as low-skill workers

constitutes the majority in the population.

It is important to note that the government takes the transition to the new steady

state into account while solving for optimal taxes. This is crucial since the short-run

effects of tax changes on agents’ welfare are ignored with pure steady state welfare max-

imization. To that end, for comparison I also solve for optimal steady state combination

of automation taxes by ignoring the transitional dynamics. In this case, the optimal

combination is subsidy on both types with a significantly higher subsidy on high-skill

automation (25% vs 12%).22 When only the steady state welfare is maximized, the

equality/efficiency trade-off moves into efficiency direction as the short-run distributional

consequences are ignored. In addition, preliminary computations suggest that taxing

automation is a better instrument to provide redistribution relative to progressive labor

income taxation. When the government chooses the progressivity of labor income taxes

(without taxing automation) to maximize welfare taking into account the transition, the

result is lower progressivity, and hence higher inequality.

There is an emerging literature on redistribution and optimal taxation of automation.

Costinot and Werning (2018b) is a rather qualitative paper that provides optimal tax

formulas on robots that depend on a small set of sufficient statistics, Guerreiro et al.

(2017) and Thuemmel (2018) solve for optimal robot taxes in a Mirrleesian set-up. They

all propose a positive robot tax to compress wage distribution. However, they only focus

on automation of low-skill tasks, hence in their set-up only routine/low-skill workers are

negatively affected by automation technologies, whereas non-routine/high-skill workers

always benefit from those technologies as they are not vulnerable to automation. This

paper complements them and contributes to the literature by taking into account that

22This is because as high-skill wages higher than low-skill ones, replacing the more expensive labor
with cheaper capital increases productivity more.
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improving automation technologies increasingly replace high-skill workers in addition to

low-skill ones. This potent force of new automation technologies is very important to

consider for optimal taxation of automation.

In the upcoming steps, I will incorporate the following features to enrich the model to

make it more realistic and hence to improve the quantitative credibility of the findings.

First, as technological progress is an ongoing process, it is important to add technolog-

ical change to see as technology improves, how automation taxes change. Preliminary

computations suggest that as technology progress, the cost of distorting production de-

cisions increases, so optimal taxes decline in magnitude. This is in line with the findings

of Costinot and Werning (2018b), they analytically show that improvements in automa-

tion technologies are associated with lower robot taxes despite the negative impacts on

inequality and concerns on redistribution. Second, it is crucial to add endogenous skill

acquisition choice as technological progress and taxes affect incentives to acquire skills.

After adding technological change and endogenous skill choice, I am planning to solve for

optimal time-varying taxes on automation technologies as the assumption of once and

for all change in optimal taxes is rather restrictive and optimal automation taxes are

very likely to be time-varying in the presence of technological progress and endogenous

skill choice. Besides, as documented in Acemoglu and Restrepo (2020), automation con-

tributes not only to across skill groups, but also to within skill group inequality. Hence,

I would like to model a richer notion of inequality to capture within skill group distribu-

tional impacts of automation technologies.

The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature review, Section

3 outlays the model, Section 4 states the optimal taxation problem, Section 5 summarizes

the calibration strategy, Section 6 includes the results, and finally Section 7 concludes

with a discussion for future work.

2.2 Related Literature

There is an emerging literature that studies optimal taxation of automation. I contribute

to this literature by studying the taxation of high-skill and low-skill automation in a quan-
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titative set-up. The existing literature only focuses on low-skill automation by assuming

that only the workers that perform routine or manual jobs are vulnerable to automation.

Guerreiro et al. (2017) studies a model of automation with routine and non-routine

occupations in which robots are substitutes for routine ones whereas complements for

non-routine ones. They solve for optimal Mirrleesian tax system, and find that it is

optimal to tax robots if the planner wants to provide redistribution from non-routine

workers to routine ones. The magnitude of the optimal tax rate on robots decreases

as the population share of routine workers declines. Thuemmel (2018) studies optimal

robot taxation in a Mirrleesian set up with three occupations, non-routine cognitive, non-

routine manual, and routine workers. He finds that optimal robot tax is positive, but it

has a small effect on welfare and the optimal tax rate becomes negligible as the price of

robots declines.

Costinot and Werning (2018b) studies a general static framework with a continuum of

worker types. They introduce optimal-tax formulas on robots that depend on a small set

of sufficient statistics. More precisely, they provide optimal tax formulas that depends

only on the change in the relative wage structure. They find that small positive robot

tax is optimal, however the magnitude of robot tax declines as automation technologies

improve.

Acemoglu et al. (2020) is another paper on optimal taxation of automation. The

authors show that U.S. tax system is biased against labor, and favors capital. Hence,

the tax system leads to excessive automation, and suboptimally low levels of employment

and labor share. That is, in their paper the planner does not have any redistributional

purposes, instead he wants to correct for the bias in the current tax system that generates

excessive automation.

2.3 The Model

I consider an infinite horizon deterministic growth model in which there are two types

of agents, high-skill and low-skill, and two types of automation technologies, high-skill

automation and low-skill automation. The definitions of these automation technologies
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are based on Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018a). As in Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018a),

low-skill automation refers to automation of tasks performed by low-skill workers, mainly

the automation of routine and manual tasks. Whereas, high-skill automation refers to

automation of complex tasks performed by high-skill workers. High-skill automation is

a relatively new concept following the recent advances in artificial intelligence, machine

learning, and big data. These advances in technology enables capital to compete against

high-skill workers on the tasks that require judgment and complex reasoning.

2.3.1 Households

There is a continuum of infinitely lived households. They are characterized by their

exogenously given permanent skill levels, high-skill or low-skill. The fraction of high-

skilled households in the population denoted by πh, and the fraction of low-skilled is

given by πl = 1 − πh. Households work in competitive labor markets, invest in physical

capital and rent their capital holdings to competitive firms. They pay non-linear labor

income taxes to the government. They all have the same preferences over the unique

consumption good and leisure.

Given their initial capital holdings, az,0, type z ∈ {h, l} households solve the following

problem to maximize their life-time utility:

max
{cz,t,lz,t,az,t+1}∞t=0

∞∑
t=0

βtU(cz,t, lz,t)

such that cz,t + az,t+1 = wz,tlz,t − Tt(wz,tlz,t) +Rtaz,t ∀t

az,0 is given, 0 < lz,t < 1

where cz,t denotes consumption, lz,t denotes labor supply, az,t denotes capital holdings,

az,t+1 denotes savings, wz,t denotes type specific wage rate, R denotes gross interest rate

at time t, T (.) denotes labor income tax schedule, and β stands for the discount factor.
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2.3.2 Production Side

I use a task-based framework to model automation based on Moll et al. (2021) which

builds on Zeira (1998), Acemoglu and Autor (2011), and Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018c).

Using a task-based approach to model automation is important as it allows us to capture

the impact of automation on labor share. In a task-based framework an expansion of

the set of tasks that are produced with capital always reduces the labor share. As it is

argued in Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018b), modeling automation as factor-augmenting

technological change has a very limited power to capture the impact of automation on

labor share.

I assume that there are two types of capital, one type of capital is denoted by K

refers to machines, robots, algorithms that substitute labor in the production of tasks.

The other type of capital is denoted by K̃, refers to capital structures that complements

labor. There are two intermediate good sectors in the economy, low-skill sector and

high-skill sector. Each sector z ∈ {h, l} produces output Yz using type-z labor and/or

capital K. The final good Y is produced using these sectoral outputs and capital K̃ via

a Cobb-Douglas production function:

Y = A(Y γl
l .Y

γh
h )θK̃1−θ with γl + γh = 1.

where γz denotes the importance of the sectoral output Yz in the final production for

each z ∈ {h, l}, A captures the factor neutral technological improvements, and θ controls

the income share of K̃.

The production of sectoral output Yz involves the completion of a unit continuum of tasks

u with a Cobb-Douglas aggregator:

lnYz =

∫ 1

0

lnyz(u)du. ⇒ Yz =
1∏

u=0

yz(u), z ∈ {h, l}

Each task u can be produced using capital K and/or skill-z labor as follows:

yz(u) = ψz(u)kz(u) + lz(u) ∀ u ∈ [0, 1]

where lz(u) is labor-z employed in task u, kz(u) is the amount of capital used in the

production of task u, and ψz(u) denotes the productivity of capital in task u sector-z. I
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assume that the function ψz(u) is continuous and strictly decreasing over [0, 1]. That is,

labor-z has a comparative advantage in higher indexed tasks. The unit cost of producing

task u using capital is (1 + τz)
r

ψz(u)
where r is the rental rate on capital and τz is the

linear tax rate on skill-z automation. The unit cost of producing task u using labor is wz,

that is the wage rate of labor-z. I assume that when indifferent between producing a task

using capital or labor, firms produce with capital. This assumption together with ψz(u)

being strictly decreasing imply that there exists a threshold task αz such that all tasks

in [0, αz] are produced using capital, and all tasks in (αz, 1] are produced with labor-z.

As in Moll et al. (2021), I assume that capital is mobile across sectors, but labor is

immobile. Also, I assume that all tasks, sectoral outputs, and the final good are produced

competitively.

Sector z’s problem

Let pz(u) be the price of task yz(u), and pz be the price of sector z output Yz. Given

prices, sector z producers choose the type of input (labor or capital) to produce task u

and choose the quantity of task u used in the production.

max
{yz(u), αz}

pzYz −
∫ αz

0

pz(u)yz(u)du−
∫ 1

αz

pz(u)yz(u)du

where yz(u) = ψz(u)kz(u) ∀ u ∈ [0, αz]

and yz(u) = lz(u) ∀ u ∈ (αz, 1]

For the optimal level of automation, αz, there are three possible cases:

1. if
(1 + τz)r

ψz(u)
> wz ∀ u ∈ [0, 1], then αz = 0. That is, there is no type-z

automation in equilibrium because it is always cheaper to produce with labor-z

instead of capital.
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2. if
(1 + τz)r

ψz(u)
< wz ∀ u ∈ [0, 1], αz = 1. That is, full adoption of automation

technologies is optimal in equilibrium, as it is always cheaper to produce with capital

instead of labor-z.

3. if there exists u∗z ∈ (0, 1) such that

•
(1 + τz)r

ψz(u)
< wz for all u ∈ [0, u∗z)

•
(1 + τz)r

ψz(u∗z)
= wz

•
(1 + τz)r

ψz(u)
> wz for all u ∈ (u∗z, 1]

then αz = u∗z. That is, there is an interior level of type-z automation in equilibrium.

In this study I focus on case 3, the equilibrium in which there is an interior automation.

The existence of interior solution is guaranteed by the following assumptions:

Assumption 1. For all u, ψz(u) is continuous and strictly decreasing in [0, 1].

Assumption 2. ψz(0) ≈ ∞. That is, the cost of producing task u = 0 with capital is

almost zero, hence it is never optimal to use labor-z in task u = 0.

Assumption 3. ψz(1) ≈ 0. That is, capital has very low productivity at task u = 1,

hence it is never optimal to use capital in task u = 1.

Under these assumptions, the cost minimization problem of sector-z producers imply:

yz(u) =
pzYz
pz(u)

for all u ∈ [0, 1]

All tasks u ∈ [0, αz] are produced with capital, that is yz(u) = ψz(u)kz(u). Using the

above cost minimization condition I have:

pz(u) = (1 + τz)
r

ψz(u)
⇒ kz(u) =

pzYz
(1 + τz)r

∀ u ∈ [0, αz]
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Hence, the total amount of capital used in sector z is given by the following equation:

Kz = αz
pzYz

(1 + τz)r
(8)

All tasks u ∈ (αz, 1] are produced with labor, that is yz(u) = lz(u). Using the above cost

minimization condition I have:

pz(u) = wz ⇒ lz(u) =
pzYz
wz

∀ u ∈ (αz, 1]

Similarly, the total amount of labor-z used in sector z is given by the following equation:

Lz = (1− αz)
pzYz
wz

(9)

Under perfect competition assumption, the price of sector z output equals to its marginal

cost of production. Hence I have,

pz =
( αz∏
u=0

(1 + τz)
r

ψz(u)

)
w1−αz
z (10)

where (1 + τz)
r

ψz(αz)
= wz.

Combining the price condition (3) with capital and labor demand conditions (1) and

(2) enables us to write the output of sector z in terms of the total capital and labor used

in this sector as follows:

Yz =
( αz∏
u=0

ψz(u)
Kz

αz

)( Lz
1− αz

)1−αz

(11)

2.3.3 Final Good Sector

The price of the final good is normalized to 1. The final good producers solve the following

maximization problem, they choose the quantity of sector z output Yz for all z ∈ {h, l},

and the quantity of capital structures, K̃ to rent:
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max
K̃,{Yz}z∈{h,l}

A
(∏

z

Y γzθ
z

)
K̃1−θ −

∑
z

pzYz − r̃K̃

where r̃ is the rental rate on capital structures, K̃.

Optimal choices satisfy the following first-order conditions:

pzYz = γzθY ∀z ∈ {h, l} (12)

K̃ =

(
r̃

(1− θ)AY γlθ
l Y γhθ

h

)−1/θ

(13)

2.4 Government

The government imposes linear taxes on low-skill and high-skill automation, τl and τh

respectively. Also, the government imposes non-linear taxes on labor income. The taxes

on low- and high-skill automation are allowed to be different. A negative tax rate means

subsidy. However, the labor income tax schedule is not allowed to be skill-type dependent.

The government uses the total tax revenue to finance its exogenously given expenditures.

The budget constraint of the government is as follows:

G = τlrKl + τhrKh +
∑
z∈{h,l}

πzT (wzLz)

2.5 Competitive Equilibrium

Definition. Given initial asset holdings {az}z∈{l,h}, a deterministic steady state compet-

itive equilibrium consists of a set of policy functions {cz(az), a′z(az), lz(az)}z∈{h,l} for the

households, a set of decision rules{
{kz(u)}αz

u=0, {lz(u)}1u=αz
, Kz, Lz, αz

}
z∈{h,l}

for sector-z producers, a set of decision rules{
{Yz}z∈{h,l}, K̃

}
for final good producers, a set of prices

{
{pz(u)}u∈[0,1], pz, wz, r, r̃, R

}
z∈{h,l}

,

and government policies {τz}z∈{h,l}, T (.) such that:

1. Given prices, initial asset holdings az, and taxes policy functions {cz(az), a′z(az), lz(az)}

solve type z household’s problem:

V (az) = max
{cz ,a′z ,lz}

U(cz, lz) + βV ′(a′z)
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s.t. cz + a′z = wzlz − T (wzlz) +Raz

0 < lz < 1, a′z > 0, cz > 0 z ∈ {l, h}

where R = 1 + (r̃ − δ̃) = 1 + (r − δ),

δ̃ is the depreciation rate of K̃, and δ is the depreciation rate of K.

2. Given prices and taxes, the decision rules
{
{kz(u)}αz

u=0, {lz(u)}1u=αz
, Kz, Lz, αz

}
z∈{h,l}

solve sector-z producers profit maximization problem:

max
{yz(u), αz}

pz

1∏
u=0

yz(u)−
∫ αz

0

pz(u)yz(u)du−
∫ 1

αz

pz(u)yz(u)du

• wz =
(1 + τz)r

ψz(αz)

• kz(u) =
pzYz

(1 + τz)r
for all u ∈ [0, αz] ⇒ Kz = αz

pzYz
(1 + τz)r

• lz(u) =
pzYz
wz

for all u ∈ (αz, 1] ⇒ Lz = (1− αz)
pzYz
wz

• pz =
( αz∏
u=0

(1 + τz)
r

ψz(u)

)
w1−αz
z

• Yz =
( ∏
u∈[0,αz ]

(
ψz(u)

Kz

αz

))( Lz
1− αz

)1−αz

3. Given prices, the decision rules
{
{Yz}z∈{h,l}, K̃

}
solve final good producers profit

maximization problem:

max
K̃,{Yz}z∈{h,l}

A
(∏

z

Y γzθ
z

)
K̃1−θ −

∑
z

pzYz − r̃K̃

s.t pzYz = θγzY ∀ z ∈ {h, l}, and r̃ = (1− θ)
Y

K̃

4. All markets clear.

• labor markets:

Lz = πzlz = (1− αz)
θγlY

wz
∀z ∈ {h, l}
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• capital market: ∑
z∈{h,l}

πzaz = K̃ +Kl +Kh

• goods market:

∑
z∈{h,l}

πzcz +G+ K̃ +Kl +Kh = Y + (1− δ̃)K̃ + (1− δ)(Kl +Kh)

5. The government runs a balanced budget.

G = τlrKl + τhrKh +
∑
z∈{h,l}

T (wzLz)

2.6 Optimal Taxation Problem

I consider the following optimal taxation problem. The economy is initially at a steady

state given by the status quo fiscal policy. Then, the government announces a once

and for all change in the tax rates on low-skill and high-skill automation, τl and τh

respectively. The government chooses the tax rates to maximize a Utilitarian social

welfare function taking transitional dynamics into account. In order to have a balanced

budget, the government adjusts the parameter that controls average labor income taxes

{λt}∞t=0 along the transition to the final steady state. That is, the government solves the

following maximization problem:

max
τl,τh

∑
z∈{h,l}

πz

∞∑
t=0

βtU(cz,t, lz,t)

such that the corresponding allocation is a competitive equilibrium for all t
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2.7 Parameterization and Calibration

I calibrate the model to the US economy. Some of the model parameters are taken directly

from the existing literature, as summarized in Table 13. The remaining parameters are

calibrated internally as explained below. Table 14 summarizes the calibration procedure.

Households preferences over consumption and leisure given by the following separable

utility function:

U(c) =
c1−σ

1− σ
− ϕ

l1+ν

1 + ν

where σ controls the relative risk aversion, ν controls the Frisch elasticity of labor

supply, and ϕ controls the disutility of labor. I assume σ = 2 and ν = 2 as standard in

the literature. The parameter ϕ is calibrated to match average labor supply in the US

economy.

The discount factor β is calibrated to match capital-to output ratio as 3 as it is

standard in the literature.

The labor income tax function has the following form:

T (wl) = wl − λ(wl)1−τ

where τ determines the progressivity of the labor income tax schedule. Heathcote et al.

(2017b) has estimated the progressivity parameter for US economy, I use their estimate

τ = 0.181. The parameter λ controls the average labor taxes. Following Heathcote et al.

(2017b), λ clears the government budget in the quantitative analysis.

Fraction of high-skilled workers, πh equals to 0.35 following Kina et al. (2020) which

is computed using CPS data. As in their specification, high-skill workers are classified

as people having a college degree and above, whereas low-skill workers have less than a

college degree.

I assume that initial tax rates on automation are both equal to zero (τl = τh = 0). I

assume that in the initial steady state the government expenditure to GDP ratio (G
Y
) is

0.16 following Kina et al. (2020).
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Since I assume a complete market set-up, any steady state equilibrium depends on

the initial relative asset holdings of different types of households. Therefore, I assume

that the initial relative asset holdings across skill groups is 2.78 as computed in Kina

et al. (2020) using US data.

Parameter Value Source

fraction of high-skill workers, πh 0.35 Kina et al. (2020)

relative asset holdings,
ah
al

2.78 Kina et al. (2020)

depreciation rate of K̃, δ̃ 0.05 Greenwood et al. (1997b)

depreciation rate of K, δ 0.125 Greenwood et al. (1997b)

total factor productivity, A 1

income share of K̃, 1− θ 0.13 Greenwood et al. (1997b)

Table 13: Parameterization

The calibration of productivity of capital across tasks, ψz(u) for z ∈ {h, l}, is very

crucial for the model to generate a realistic level of automation and labor share. Moreover,

it is important to have a reasonable value of relative automation level across low-and high-

skill sector. This is tricky as high-skill automation is a relatively new concept and there

is no study in the literature that estimates the level of automation across skill groups.

Based on the assumptions 1-3, I assume the following functional form for the productivity

of capital across tasks and sectors:

ψz(u) = u−Az − 1, Az > 0 ∀ z ∈ {h, l}

Since there is no paper in the literature that studies the impacts of low-and high-skill

automation in a quantitative set-up like in this paper, I conduct the following novel
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procedure to calibrate the productivity function. First, I calibrate the parameter that

controls the productivity of capital in the low-skill sector, Al to match labor share of

income as 0.58. This target is taken from a recent paper Acemoglu et al. (2020). Next, I

calibrate the parameter that controls the productivity of capital in the high-skill sector,

Ah to match relative exposure to automation across skill groups using the computations

of Frey and Osborne (2017) and O*NET data as follows. Frey and Osborne (2017) is a

well-known and commonly cited paper in the automation literature. They estimate the

probability of automation for 702 detailed occupations using O*NET data. I use their

occupation set and divide it into two broad categories based on the level of education re-

quired in each occupation. More precisely, I categorize those 702 occupations as high-skill

occupations that require college degree and above and low-skill occupations that require

less than a college degree using O*NET data set. Then, for each category the average

level of automation probability is computed by weighting the each occupation’s probabil-

ity with its relative employment level. Our computations suggests that the exposure to

automation in low-skill sector is three times higher than that of in high-skill sector. I use

the computed ratio as a proxy to relative automation levels across skill groups. That is,

I calibrate Ah to ensure that in the initial steady state the fraction of tasks automated

in the low-skill sector is three times higher than that of in the high-skill sector.
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Parameter Value Target Source

β 0.95 K/Y=3 lit.

ϕ 86.24 avg. labor supply=1/3 lit.

γl 0.65 wh/wl = 1.9 Kına et al. (2020)

Al 0.36 labor share of income=0.58 Acemoglu et al. (2020)

Ah 0.09
αl
αh

=3 Frey and Osborne (2017), O*NET data

Table 14: Calibrated Parameters

2.8 Results

As main quantitative exercise I solve for the optimal taxation problem that is introduced

in Section 2.6. That is, I quantitatively solve for the optimal tax rates on automation

from the perspective of a government who maximizes a Utilitarian social welfare function

taking the transition to the final steady state into account. The results are summarized

in table 15. Dynamics over the transition to the final steady state can be seen in the

below figures.

The main finding is in line with the intuition that I provide at the beginning. The

government uses tax rates to increase labor share of income and to provide an indirect

redistribution to low-skill workers from high-skill workers by taxing low-skill automation

and subsidizing high-skill automation.

The optimal tax rates when transitional dynamics are taken into account are 19%

tax on low-skill automation and 8% subsidy on high-skill automation. Accordingly, the

average labor income taxes declines over transition to 0.43 from its initial value of 0.45.

Since, imposing 19% tax on low-skill automation increases the cost of capital relative to
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low-skill labor for a wider set of tasks, the optimal level of low-skill automation declines to

0.38 from its initial value of 0.44 along the transition. In contrast, subsidizing high-skill

automation at 8% leads to an initial increase in the optimal level of automation in high-

skill sector as capital becomes relatively cheaper for a wider range of tasks. However, as

the price of capital adjusts to maintain its long-run level, the equilibrium level of high-

skill automation also declines in the final steady state to 0.14 from its initially calibrated

value of 0.15. Taxing low-skill automation at 19% and subsidizing high-skill automation

at 8% leads to a decline in the wage inequality across skill groups, over transition wage

inequality declines to 1.71 from the initial value 1.9. Moreover, consumption inequality

and both before-and after-tax labor income inequality declines. However, because of

the presence of usual equality/efficiency trade-off, the optimal tax policy distorts the

production efficiency to achieve a more equal distribution. The total output and capital

stock drops by almost 9% and 20% respectively. Under the optimal policy, the production

process becomes less capital intensive, and as a result labor share of income increases to

0.62 from 0.58. This result is very important as one of the main adverse consequences

of automation technologies is the observed decline in the labor share of income in the

recent decades. Since capital income is much more unevenly distributed relative to labor

income in the US economy, any policy that increases labor share of income is important

for redistribution.

It is important to note that, under this production function the income share of type-z

labor equals to (1−αz)γzθ for all z ∈ {h, l}. Hence, any change in the level of automation

in sector z directly effects the income share of type-z labor. Under the optimal policy,

as explained above, the equilibrium level of automation declines in both sectors. Thus,

both skill types benefit from the increase in their total share. As low-skill automation

declines more relative to high-skill, this gain is larger for low-skill workers.

The welfare gains of the optimal reform are computed in terms of consumption equiv-

alence units as standard in the literature. Under the optimal tax rates, the welfare of

low-skill workers increases by 3.17% in terms of consumption equivalence units. However,
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high-skill workers lose as a group, their welfare loss is 4.67%. Yet, since low-skill workers

constitute the majority in the population the overall welfare increases.

Variable Calibrated SS Final SS

τl 0 0.19

τh 0 -0.08

λ 0.55 0.57

αl 0.44 0.38

αh 0.15 0.14

Y 100 91.32

K 100 79.72

K/Y 3 2.62

wl 0.494 0.488

wh 0.938 0.832

wh/wl 1.9 1.71

cl 0.165 0.164

ch 0.275 0.257

ch/cl 1.67 1.56

al 0.66 0.5

ah 1.85 1.53

ah/al 2.78 3.06

labor share 0.58 0.62

-low-skill 0.32 0.35

-high-skill 0.26 0.27

labor income:

pretax− low 0.177 0.179

pretax− high 0.268 0.248

aftertax− low 0.133 0.140

aftertax− high 0.186 0.183

Table 15: Initial vs. Final Steady State Comparison
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In addition to the main quantitative exercise, I also compute the optimal steady state

tax rates, in other words I compute the optimal steady state without taking the transition

to that steady state into account. As it is widely discussed in the literature, pure steady

state comparisons are very misleading to evaluate the impacts of any change in fiscal

policy. This is because with pure steady state analysis the short-run response of the

economy to a policy change cannot be captured. However, for comparison I also solve for

the optimal taxation problem when the government maximizes only the long-run welfare.

In that case, the government finds optimal to subsidize both types of automation. The

optimal subsidy on low-skill automation is 12%, whereas it is significantly higher for

high-skill automation, 25%. As a result, equilibrium automation levels increase in both

sectors. In terms of equality/efficiency trade-off the government moves in the efficiency

direction. Under the optimal steady state tax rates, wage and consumption inequality

increases, and total labor share declines to 0.51 from its initial value 0.58. The results

are summarized in Table 16.
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Variable Calibrated SS Final SS Final SS

with Transition w/o Transition

τl 0 0.19 -0.12

τh 0 -0.08 -0.25

λ 0.55 0.57 0.46

αl 0.44 0.38 0.50

αh 0.15 0.14 0.26

wl 0.494 0.488 0.537

wh 0.938 0.832 1.046

wh/wl 1.9 1.71 1.95

labor share 0.58 0.62 0.51

-low-skill 0.32 0.35 0.28

-high-skill 0.26 0.27 0.23

Table 16: Transition vs. Steady State

2.9 Optimal Policy: Changing Progressivity

A natural question here to ask, if government wants to provide redistribution why it does

not change the progressivity of the labor income taxes instead taxing automation which

distorts accumulation of capital. In order to answer this question, as an initial step, I

solve for the following quantitative exercise: The government chooses the progressivity

of labor income taxes to maximize welfare taking into account transition without taxing

automation. That is, the problem can be written as:

max
τ

∑
z∈{h,l}

πz

∞∑
t=0

βtU(cz,t, lz,t)
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s.t. the corresponding allocation is a competitive equilibrium ∀ t

- λt clears the government budget for a constant level of G along the transition

Table 5 summarizes the results for the above problem. Indeed, the government finds it

optimal to decrease the progressivity of labor income taxation, the optimal progressivity,

τl is 3% whereas the status quo is 18%. Hence, equality/efficiency trade-off moves in

the efficiency direction. As a result, inequality increases, but also aggregate capital and

output increase along the transition. Automation levels, and labor shares change only

slightly. In this case, high-skill workers have 4.13% welfare gains in terms of consumption

equivalence units, whereas low-skill workers experience 0.70% welfare loses. Even under

Rawlsian welfare function, optimal progressivity, τ is 0.21, but comparing to optimal

automation taxation reform, low-skill workers are still worse-off. This suggests that

taxing automation is a better instrument to provide redistribution relative to progressive

labor income taxation.

Variable Calibrated SS Final SS
τl 0 0
τh 0 0
τ 0.181 0.03
λ 0.55 0.7

αl 0.4362 0.4356
αh 0.1454 0.1460

Y 100 104.18
K 100 104.2
K/Y 3 2.99

wl 0.494 0.493
wh 0.938 0.940
wh/wl 1.9 1.908

Table 17: Changing Progressivity
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2.10 Conclusion/Future Directions

This paper is the first one in the literature that studies optimal taxation of low-and high-

skill automation. Existing literature on automation taxation only focuses on one type

of automation technologies that always complements (substitutes) high-skill (low-skill)

workers. However, both low-and high-skill automation are empirically relevant, and have

different implications on labor markets. In order to do so, the paper provides a general

equilibrium framework that incorporates low-and high-skill automation. The main pur-

pose of taxation is to deal with the impacts of automation on income inequality and on

declining share of labor income as those impacts are widely documented in the empirical

literature. I find that the government finds optimal to tax low-skill automation at rate

19%, whereas to subsidize high-skill automation at rate 8% to compress wage distribution.

As a result, income inequality declines and labor share of output increases. Preliminary

computations suggest that this result is robust to whether labor income taxes are set op-

timally or not. In the upcoming steps, I will incorporate the following features to improve

the make the model more realistic and hence to improve the quantitative credibility of

my findings. First, as technological progress is an ongoing process, it is important to add

technological change to see as technology improves, how should tax automation. Second,

it is crucial to add endogenous skill acquisition choice as technological progress and taxes

affect skill investment decisions. After adding technological change and endogenous skill

choice, I am planning to solve for optimal time-varying taxes on automation technologies

which is more interesting and policy-relevant. Moreover, allowing for within skill group

heterogeneity and/or firm level heterogeneity are very crucial aspects to better evaluate

the distributional impacts of automation and taxes.
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3 On the Implications of Unemployment Insurance

and Universal Basic Income in a Frictional Labor

Market

3.1 Introduction

Unemployment insurance (UI) is the most important public safety net program to provide

income replacement for displaced workers (East and Simon (2020)). The optimal level

of unemployment insurance benefits depends on its potential adverse impacts on labor

markets, one trade-off is between providing insurance and the incentives to search for a

job. That is, the usual moral hazard concern regarding the generosity of UI. Another

trade-off is between insurance and job creation as pointed out in Krusell et al. (2010); in

a labor market with matching frictions, a generous UI system increases the value of being

unemployed, hence raises the wages through Nash bargaining and lowers the incentives

for firms to open new vacancies, as a result leading to a rise in unemployment.23

Besides the above explained trade-offs, there are concerns regarding the adequacy and

progressivity of existing UI schemes. While UI benefits are the main source of income

during unemployment, empirical literature suggests that the adequacy of UI programs

to provide income support to unemployed workers is quite limited in the United States.

Gruber (1999) shows that in addition to UI, wealth is used to smooth consumption during

unemployment spell, yet almost one-third of workers do not have enough assets to even

replace 10% of their income loss. East and Simon (2020) finds that the neediest are less

well insured compared to middle- and higher- income job losers. They find that workers

with pre-job-loss household income below the poverty line have only 21% of their lost

earnings replaced by the safety net, workers with household income between 100-499%

of the poverty line, have 26-28% of their lost earnings replaced. In the US, UI eligi-

bility is conditional on meeting minimum work history and earnings requirements, and

23Setty and Yedid-Levi (2021) also studies this trade-off based on Krusell et al. (2010) but by adding
exogenous skill heterogeneity.
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benefit levels vary with the number of dependants, and the state. Voluntary quitters24,

self-employed, new entrants and gig workers are not eligible at all. Empirical evidence

suggests that the current UI system is regressive, and eligibility rates significantly vary

with respect to different demographic characteristics. For instance, Kuka and Stuart

(2021) demonstrates that black individuals who separate from a job are 24% less likely

to receive UI than whites. Skandalis et al. (2022) finds that black UI claimants receive

an 18% lower replacement rate. Such problems about existing UI and other welfare pro-

grams contribute to the popularity of the notion of universal basic income (UBI) amongst

researchers and some politicians25. The advocates of UBI argue that it could reduce inef-

ficiencies that are generated by means-tested transfers (see Hoynes and Rothstein (2019),

Luduvice (2021) among others). As it is a lump-sum transfer, therefore it does not create

any behavioral responses and welfare traps, yet the take-up rate would be 100%. On

the other side, the opponents mainly emphasize the potential large cost of UBI and the

distortions that could arise from the possible ways of its financing. Moreover, another

main concern is UBI’s potential negative impact on labor force participation, neverthe-

less according to Marinescu (2018), many studies find no statistically significant effect

of an unconditional cash transfer on the probability of working. In the studies that do

find an effect on labor supply, the effect is small; a 10% income increase induced by an

unconditional cash transfer decreases labor supply by about 1%.

Namely, on the optimal provision of UI benefits, there are two issues in terms of

efficiency considerations; that are, incentives to search for a job on the workers side and

incentives to open new vacancies on the firms side. Moreover, there are two issues in

terms of equality considerations; that are eligibility and heterogeneity across workers

regarding the insurance provided. Given the increasing trends in income and wealth

inequality over the past decades, outside options significantly vary among unemployed.

However, there is a limited research so far that captures the heterogeneity in outside

options of workers while designing optimal tax schemes and public insurance programs.

This study aims to revisit the optimal provision of UI when workers’ outside options vary

24Mazur (2016) finds welfare gains from a policy that allows quitters to receive UI benefits.
25See Andrew Yang’s The Freedom Dividend proposal.
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considerably as a first step. Further, the study aims to make comparisons between UI and

UBI policies to see whether UBI could be a tool to improve workers’ hand in the wage

setting and how transfers to unemployed -means-tested or universal- and taxes impact

the wage setting outcome across income distribution. Different schemes to finance UBI

will be considered. In order to do so, we build upon the model that is introduced by

Krusell et al. (2010) that combines key features of Bewley-Huggett-Aiyagari model and

Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides model. That is, the model is characterized by incomplete

markets in which workers face individual productivity shocks and unemployment risk.

In the model, unemployment arises endogenously due to search and matching frictions.

Workers could only self-insure against risks by accumulating physical capital.

3.2 Related Literature

This paper is related to extensive literature on optimal provision of UI that studies the

trade-offs between providing insurance to unemployed and distorting workers’ and firms’

incentives, besides the emerging literature that studies the macroeconomic implications

of UBI. The closest papers also build upon Krusell et al. (2010). Setty and Yedid-Levi

(2021) focuses on the role of exogenous heterogeneity in choosing the optimal replacement

rate and the maximum benefit of an UI system. Their findings suggest that the UI

system provides redistribution from high-wage to low-wage workers either when there

are differences in unemployment rates among workers with different skill levels, or when

there is a potentially binding cap on unemployment benefits which makes the UI system

progressive. Jaimovich et al. (2021) studies the long-run aggregate and distributional

impacts of UBI using an incomplete market model with labor force participation and

search/matching frictions. They find that the introduction of UBI lowers the aggregate

capital stock, and hence output, as it mitigates precautionary savings motives. On the

other hand, it lowers inequality but as they do not take transitional dynamics into account

the overall impact on welfare is negative. They also find that UBI has a negative effect

on labor force participation as it generates a positive income effect for the marginal

workers who decide whether to stay in the labor force or not. Rauh and Santos (2022)
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studies the effects of means-tested transfers and UBI on welfare and labor markets. Their

model also builds upon Krusell et al. (2010), but besides features endogenous search

intensity, ex-ante skill heterogeneity, and human-capital accumulation. Their findings

suggest that removing means-tested transfers stimulates economic activity through higher

precautionary savings, higher incentives to work and lower taxation, as a result output

increases, unemployment falls and consumption inequality increases. They also show that

replacing means-tested transfers with UBI could lead to small welfare gains which mainly

goes to the low-skilled workers.

The analysis in this paper also builds upon the findings of Birinci and See (2019)

which demonstrates that capturing the heterogeneity in the pool of unemployed very

important for the policy analysis. They find that the position of UI recipients in the

wealth distribution determines the sizes of he workers’ behavioral responses.

This study contributes to the existing literature by modelling the workers’ outside

options more realistically, considering different financing schemes for UBI and taking the

transitional dynamics into account while designing optimal policies.

3.3 Model

We consider a general equilibrium model with incomplete markets and labor market

frictions based on Krusell et al. (2010) that combines Bewley-Huggett-Aiyagari and

Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides frameworks in a tractable way.26 Time is discrete. There

are no aggregate risks. There is a measure one of ex-ante identical workers. In each

period they are subject to idiosyncratic unemployment and individual productivity risk.

Physical capital is the only saving instrument within the economy. Workers could only

partially self-insure against idiosyncratic productivity risk and unemployment risk via

investing in physical capital. Borrowing is not allowed. The model generates hetero-

geneity in capital holdings as a result of workers’ investment behavior. In the model,

26Krusell et al. (2010) assumes that workers face unemployment risk but no exogenous idiosyncratic
productivity risks. The model is also close to Setty and Yedid-Levi (2021) which also builds upon Krusell
et al. (2010). Setty and Yedid-Levi (2021) assumes that workers are ex-ante heterogeneous in terms of
their skill levels and they do face idiosyncratic productivity risk. Jaimovich et al. (2021) and Rauh and
Santos (2022) are other papers that build on Krusell et al. (2010) to study the implications of universal
basic income.
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unemployment is endogenously determined due to search and matching frictions. The

government provides redistribution and insurance through progressive income taxation

and unemployment insurance system.

3.3.1 Preferences and Technology

There is a measure one of workers. Each worker is either employed or unemployed.

Unemployed workers actively search for a job at no cost.27 Each worker produces sf(ks)

units of output when employed, where s stands for the idiosyncratic productivity shock,

f(.) is an increasing and strictly concave production function, and ks is the capital stock

used by the worker with productivity s. Capital depreciates at rate δ at each period.

Workers are risk averse, and they do not value leisure. Total output produced is either

consumed, invested, or used for vacancy creation.

3.3.2 Matching

There are many competitive firms, each employs at most one worker. A firm entering

the economy pays a vacancy cost ζ > 0 in each period while looking for a worker. The

aggregate matching function, M(u, v) represents the number of matches in any given

period where u stands for the number of unemployed workers, v stands for the number

of vacancies. The matching function has standard properties; it is increasing in both

its arguments, concave and homogeneous of degree 1. The ratio between number of

vacancies and unemployed workers gives the market tightness and denoted by θ ≡ v/u.

The probability that a vacant job is filled in a period is λf , and the probability that

an unemployed worker to be employed in a period is λw. Therefore, the homogeneity

assumption implies λf and λw are functions of the market tightness, θ. That is,

λf (θ) =
M(u, v)

v
=M

(1
θ
, 1
)

λw(θ) =
M(u, v)

u
= θλf (θ)

27Non-participation margin will be added later on to see how UBI affects flows between employment,
unemployment, and nonparticipation. Search costs will be added too to have a more realistic framework.
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We assume that the matching function has the Cobb-Douglas form:

M(u, v) = χuηv1−η (14)

where χ > 0 stands for the matching efficiency, and η ∈ (0, 1).

All matches are exogenously separated with probability σ in each period. Therefore,

the law of motion of unemployment is given by the following equation:

u′ = (1− λw)u+ σ(1− u) (15)

3.3.3 Workers

Each period workers face exogenous idiosyncratic productivity shock. Workers cannot

fully insure themselves against these shocks due to the incompleteness of the assets mar-

ket. They accumulate physical capital to have partial insurance against shocks. The

idiosyncratic productivity shock, s, follows an AR(1) process:

log(st) = ρ log(st−1) + εt ∀ t (16)

with the persistence parameter ρ and variance of shocks var(ε).

Employed workers are also expose to exogenous job separation shock in a period. A

worker who moves from employment to unemployment maintains his most recent s during

the unemployment spell. Workers derive utility from consumption, there is no disutility of

labor. All unemployed workers actively search for a job at no cost. An employed worker’s

wage rate is a function of the worker’s asset holdings and idiosyncratic productivity shock.

The details of wage determination are introduced below.

There is an unemployment insurance (UI) program as in Krusell et al. (2017) which

is designed to capture the key features of the UI system in the United States while

maintaining tractability. We assume that UI benefits are represented by the following
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scheme:28

b(s) =

{
b0s, if b0s ≤ b̄

b̄ o/w
(17)

In the US, the UI system is such that benefits are related to past earnings subject to a

cap. In order to capture this property while minimizing the state space, we assume that

an unemployed worker’s UI benefit is a linear function of her idiosyncratic productivity

s as long as the benefit does not exceed the upper bound b̄. 29

Another key properties of the UI system in the US are that to be able to receive

any UI benefits an unemployed worker must be categorized as eligible which depends

on certain criteria that differ across states and an eligible unemployed must apply for

receiving UI benefits. First of all, every unemployed is not eligible. In general eligibility

requires that the worker has been laid off at no fault of his own, he must actively seek

for employment, his job covered by the UI system, and his earnings in last few quarters

are above a certain threshold. Self-employed workers, contract or gig workers, and new

entrants to the labor market are not eligible. Ineligible workers make up over a quarter of

the labor force (Michaud (2022)). Secondly, eligible workers must apply for UI benefits.

The take-up among workers vary significantly with respect to individual characteristics

(Kuka and Stuart (2021) and Currie (2006)).30 Moreover, UI benefits have finite duration,

that means an eligible worker who applied for UI benefits does not necessarily receive

benefits during whole unemployment spell. In order to capture these properties we make

the following assumptions: (i) upon job separation, an unemployed worker categorized as

eligible with probability ν ∈ (0, 1) and as non-eligible with probability (1−ν) to take into

account the fact not all unemployed eligible to receive benefits, (ii) an eligible unemployed

loses eligibility each period with probability ϕ, and non-eligibility is an absorbing state to

take into account the fact benefits have finite duration.31 That is, an unemployed worker

28We could think about a modification to make the scheme regressive based on findings of Gruber
(1999) and East and Simon (2020)

29Given that the idiosyncratic productivity shock is persistent, relating the UI benefits to current
productivity s is a plausible assumption to capture the fact that UI benefits are related to past earnings.

30The relevant literature suggests three main factors that explain the variations in take-up that are
stigma, transaction costs, and lack of information. Workers eligible for larger benefits are more likely to
take them up (Currie (2006)).

31The first assumption does not present in Krusell et al. (2017).
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receives benefits with probability ν in the initial period of unemployment, after that the

eligibility status IB ∈ {0, 1} is governed by the following transition matrix ΠIB ,IB ′ :1− ϕ ϕ

0 1


To write down workers’ problem let’s first define the value functions. Let W (a, s) be

the value function of an employed worker with current asset holdings a, and productivity

s, and U(a, s, IB) be the value function of an unemployed worker with current asset

holdings a, productivity s, where IB is the indicator variable stands for the UI eligibility

status such that IB ∈ {0, 1}. Employed workers:

An employed worker with current asset holdings a, and productivity s solves the

following optimization problem:

W (a, s) = max
c,a′

{
u(c)+β

(
σ
(
νU(a′, s, 1)+(1−ν)U(a′, s, 0)

)
+(1−σ)E

[
W (a′, s′)

])}
(18)

subject to

c+ a′ = (1 + (1− τ k)(r − δ))a+ (1− τUI)w(a, s)− T (w(a, s)) (19)

a′ ≥ 0 (20)

where c is the current period’s consumption, τUI is the linear tax on labor income to

finance UI benefits, r is the rental rate on capital, w(a, s) is the worker’s wage rate, τ k is

the linear tax on capital income net of depreciation, T () is the progressive tax schedule

on labor income, β is the discount factor. The utility function u(c) is strictly increasing

and concave in c. The worker’s wage is determined through bargaining and is a function

of the worker’s state variables (a and s). The details of wage bargaining are explained

below.

Unemployed workers:

An unemployed worker with current asset holdings a, and productivity s, and UI

eligibility status IB ∈ {1, 0} solves the following optimization problem:
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U(a, s, IB) = max
c,a′

{
u(c) + β

(
(1− λw)E

[
U(a′, s, IB ′)

]
+ λwE

[
W (a′, s′)

])}
(21)

subject to

c+ a′ = (1 + (1− τ k)(r − δ))a+ IBb(s)− T (IBb(s)) (22)

a′ ≥ 0 (23)

3.3.4 Firms

Firms create jobs, rent capital from consumers, and produce. To create a job, a firm first

post a vacancy at cost ζ > 0.

Let V be the value of posting a vacancy, and J(a, s) be the value of a filled job when

the firm matches with a worker who has asset level a and productivity s.

V = −ζ + β
(
(1− λf )V + λfE

[
J(a′, s′)

])
(24)

Free entry assumption implies, in equilibrium firms post new vacancies until V = 0.

The firms have the same discount factor as workers who are the owners. The expected

value of a filled job depends on the expected wage the firm will pay which depends on the

worker’s asset and idiosyncratic productivity level. Hence, the firm forms expectations

based on the worker’s state variables it will be match with.

Let ks be the capital-effective labor ratio when the firms matches with a worker

with productivity s. We assume a standard neoclassical production function f(k) with

properties f ′ > 0, and f ′′ < 0. A match with a worker with productivity s produces

sf(ks) units of output. The firm solves the following problem to maximize its profits:

J(a, s) = max
ks

{
sf(ks)− rks − w(a, s) + β

(
σV + (1− σ)E

[
J(a′, s′

])}
(25)
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3.3.5 Wage Setting

Following Cahuc et al. (2006), the wage that the firm pays to a worker with current

asset holdings a, and productivity s, is determined as the outcome of a Rubinstein (1982)

infinite-horizon game of alternating offers. The game delivers generalized Nash-bargaining

solution in which the worker gets his outside option plus a constant share γ of the match

surplus. The parameter γ stands for the workers’ bargaining power. This wage setting

specification allows us to solve for the bargained wage in closed form when workers are

risk-averse and firms are risk-neutral.

When a worker is paid his marginal product, the firm makes zero static profit. Let

W (a, s;wmp(a, s)) be the worker’s value function when his state is (a, s) and he is paid

his marginal product. As it is assumed that a vacant job has zero value, V = 0, therefore

the difference between W (a, s;wmp(a, s)) and the expected value of being unemployed,

E[U(a, s, IB)], gives the match surplus. The bargained wage wb(a, s) on a match between

the worker with state (a, s) and a firm is given by:

W (a, s;wb(a, s)) = E[U(a, s, IB)] + γ
(
W (a, s;wmp(a, s))− E[U(a, s, IB)]

)
(26)

The bargaining outcome is such that a worker’s wage is increasing in his level of assets

and productivity.

3.3.6 Government

The government runs a balanced budget. It levies a linear tax rate τ k on capital income

net of depreciation, and a progressive tax schedule on labor income T (w(a, s)) to finance

its exogenously given expenditures, G. Besides, the government implements a linear tax

on labor income τUI to finance UI system that is explained above. The tax schedule on

labor income has the form suggested by Benabou (2002b) which is more recently used by

Heathcote et al. (2017b):

T (y) = y − λy1−τl (27)
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where y is the labor income that consists of wage or unemployment benefits, λ determines

the average labor income taxation, and τ l determines the degree of progressivity. That

is, when τ l = 0, then the tax function is linear at rate (1− λ), and it is progressive when

τ l > 0.

3.3.7 Recursive Stationary Equilibrium

Definition: A recursive stationary equilibrium consists of

1. a set of value functions {W (a, s), U(a, s, IB), V, J(a, s)},

2. decision rules for consumption and asset holdings {ce(a, s), ge(a, s)} and

{cu(a, s, IB), gu(a, s, IB)} for employed and unemployed workers,

3. a set of prices {r, w(a, s)},

4. demand for capital per worker ks with productivity s,

5. market tightness θ, and implied probabilities λw and λf

6. an UI tax rate τUI , an UI benefits policy given by

b(s) =

{
b0s, if b0s ≤ b̄

b̄ o/w

7. exogenously given government expenditures G, and taxes on capital and labor in-

come {τ k, T ()},

8. distributions over employment status (e or u), asset holdings a, productivities s,

and UI benefits eligibility status IB, denoted by µe(a, s) and µu(a, s, I
B)

such that

1. Given the job finding, job separation and UI eligibility probabilities λw, σ, ν, the

wage function w(a, s), and the rental rate of capital r, and the government pol-

icy {τ k, τUI , T ()}; the worker’s policy functions ci(a, s) and gi(a, s) for i ∈ {e, u}
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solve the optimization problem for each worker. This results in the value functions

W (a, s) and U(a, s, IB). That is:

W (a, s) = max
c,a′

{
u(c)+β

(
σ
(
νU(a′, s, 1)+(1−ν)U(a′, s, 0)

)
+(1−σ)E

[
W (a′, s′)

])}

subject to

c+ a′ = (1 + (1− τ k)(r − δ))a+ (1− τUI)w(a, s)− T (w(a, s)) (28)

a′ ≥ 0

and

U(a, s, IB) = max
c,a′

{
u(c) + β

(
(1− λw)E

[
U(a′, s, IB ′)

]
+ λwE

[
W (a′, s′)

])}

subject to

c+ a′ = (1 + (1− τ k)(r − δ))a+ IBb(s)− T (IBb(s))

a′ ≥ 0

2. Given the wage functions w(a, s), the rental rate of capital r, the distribution

µe(a, s), and the workers asset accumulation decisions ge(a, s), the separation prob-

ability σ; each firm solves the optimal choice of ks. This results in J(a, s). That

is

J(a, s) = max
ks

{
sf(ks)− rks − w(a, s) + β

(
σV + (1− σ)E

[
J(a′, s′

])}

3. Given the wage functions w(a, s), the rental rate of capital r, the distribution

µe(a, s), the distribution µ(a, s, IB), the unemployed workers asset accumulation

decisions gu(a, s, I
B), cost of vacancy posting ζ, and the job filling probability λf ,
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firms compute the value V . That is,

V = −ζ + β
(
(1− λf )V + λfE

[
J(a′, s′)

])

and free entry implies V = 0.

4. The aggregate demand for capital equals supply:

∑
a

∑
s

ksµe(a, s) =
∑
a

∑
s

ge(a, s)µe(a, s) +
∑
a

∑
s

∑
IB

gu(a, s, I
B)µu(a, s, I

B)

5. The bargained wage function wb(a, s) solves:

W (a, s;wb(a, s)) = E[U(a, s, IB)] + γ
(
W (a, s;wmp(a, s))− E[U(a, s, IB)]

)

where wmp(a, s) equals to marginal product of labor with current productivity shock

s.

6. The UI system has a balanced budget:

∑
a

∑
s

τUIw(a, s)µe(a, s) =
∑
a

∑
s

b(s)µu(a, s, 1)

7. The government runs a balanced budget, that is total tax revenue equals to gov-

ernment expenditures.

8. The time invariant distributions µe(a, s) and µu(a, s, I
B) are given by:

µe(a
′, s′) = (1− σ)

∑
a

∑
s Pr(s

′|s)1{ge(a, s) = a′}µe(a, s)

+ λw
∑

a

∑
s

∑
IB Pr(s

′|s)1{gu(a, s, IB) = a′}µu(a, s, IB)
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µu(a
′, s′, 1) = σν

∑
a

1{ge(a, s′) = a′}µe(a, s′)+(1−λw)(1−ϕ)
∑
a

1{gu(a, s′, 1) = a′}µu(a, s′, 1)

µu(a
′, s′, 0) = σ(1− ν)

∑
a

1{ge(a, s′) = a′}µe(a, s′)

+(1−λw)
(∑

a

1{gu(a, s′, 0) = a′}µu(a, s′, 0)+ϕ
∑
a

1{gu(a, s′, 1) = a′}µu(a, s′, 1)
)

3.4 Quantitative Analysis

3.4.1 Solution Algorithm for the Steady State

1. Start with an initial guess for {w(a, s), r, θ, τUI , λ}.

2. Given θ, compute λw, λf , and the associated unemployment rate u.

3. Given prices, and the probabilities, solve for the workers’ optimization problem to

get the value functions V , W (a, s), and policy functions ge(a, s), gu(a, s, I
B).

4. Given each employed worker’s policy function ge(a, s), and the wage associated with

his next period state variables, compute the firm’s value functions.

5. Using the policy functions ge(a, s), gu(a, s, I
B), and transition probabilities between

employment and unemployment, transition probabilities across productivities and

UI eligibility status; compute the stationary distributions µe(a, s) and µu(a, s, I
B)

to find the aggregate capital stock.

6. Update the initial guess for {w(a, s), r, θ, τUI , λ} consistent with equilibrium condi-

tions as:

(a) using the value functions of workers and firms update w(a, s) through bargaining

equation (26).
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(b) using the total capital stock, the unemployment rate, and firms’ optimality

conditions update r.

(c) using the firm’s value and µu(a, s, I
B) compute the expected value for the firm

from a match, given the vacancy posting cost ζ, and free entry condition V = 0,

update the market tightness θ.

(d) using w(a, s), µe(a, s) and µu(a, s, I
B), update τUI such that the UI system

runs a balanced budget.

(d) using w(a, s), ge(a, s), gu(a, s, I
B), µe(a, s) and µu(a, s, I

B), update λ such that

the government budget constraint satisfies with equality.

7. Repeat (2)-(6) until convergence.
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A Appendix to Chapter 1

A.1 Definition of Competitive Equilibrium for the Cobb-Douglas
Economy

The state of a worker of type i in a period t is fully described by the worker’s productivity
and asset holdings. Let (zi, ai) ∈ Zi × A denote this state. Let Λi,t(zi, ai) denote the
distribution of workers of type i across productivities and assets. The initial, t = 0,
distributions are given exogeneously.

Definition: Given initial conditions, a recursive competitive equilibrium is a govern-
ment policy (Tt(.), τt, Dt, Gt)

∞
t=0, allocation for the firm, (Kt, Ls,t, Lu,t)

∞
t=0, value and pol-

icy functions for agents, (vi,t(zi, ai), ci,t(zi, ai), li,t(zi, ai), ai,t+1(zi, ai))
∞
t=0,i=u,s, skill choices,

shares of workers who are skilled, (πs,t)
∞
t=0, a price system (rt, ws,t, wu,t, Rt)

∞
t=0 and distri-

butions over individual states, (Λi,t(zi, ai))
∞
t=0,i=u,s, such that:

1. In each period t ≥ 0, taking factor prices as given, (Kt, Ls,t, Lu,t) solves the firm’s
problem given by:

max
Kt,Ls,t,Lu,t

F (Kt, Ls,t, Lu,t)− rtKt − ws,tLs,t − wu,tLu,t,

2. Given government policy and the price system, the policy functions solve the con-
sumer’s problem given by (2).

3. Skill choice is consistent with (3), that is in any period t, all those with ψ ≤ ψt
attend college and all other do not. Moreover, the evolution of the fraction of
skilled in each period is consistent with skill choice: πs,t = χπs,t−1 + (1 − χ)πns,t,
where πns,t =

∫
R+
Iψ≤ψt

(ψ)dH(ψ) is the fraction of newborns who choose to become

skilled in period t and Iψ≤ψt
(ψ) is the indicator function, πnu,t = 1 − πns,t for all t,

and πs,0 is given.

4. The evolution of distributions of agents across productivities and assets over time is
consistent with agent choices. That is, for all t ≥ 0, i = u, s and (z′i, a

′
i) ∈ Zi ×A :

Λi,t+1(z
′
i, a

′
i) =

χ
∑

zi∈Zi
Πi(z

′
i|zi)

∫
{ai:ai,t+1(zi,ai)≤a′i}

dΛi,t(zi, ai) + (1− χ)πni,t+1Λ
z
i (z

′
i)

χ+ (1− χ)πni,t+1

,

where (Λi,0(zi, ai))i=u,s is given and Λzi is the stationary distribution associated with
the Markov chain that describes the evolution of the productivity shock for type i.

5. Markets for assets, labor and goods clear: for all t ≥ 0,

Kt +Dt =
∑
i=u,s

πi,t

∫
Zi×A

ai,t(zi, ai)dΛi,t−1(zi, ai),

Li,t = πi,t

∫
Zi×A

li,t(zi, ai)zidΛi,t(zi, ai), for i = u, s,

Gt + Ct +Kt+1 = F (Kt, Ls,t, Lu,t) + (1− δ)Kt,
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where

Ct =
∑
i=u,s

πi,t

∫
Zi×A

ci,t(zi, ai)dΛi,t(zi, ai)

is aggregate consumption in period t.

6. The government’s budget constraint is satisfied every period: for all t ≥ 0,

Gt +RtDt = Dt+1 + τt(rt − δ)Kt +
∑
i=u,s

πi,t

∫
Zi×A

Tt(li,t(zi, ai)wi,tzi)dΛi,t(zi, ai).

A.2 Data Construction

Fraction of skilled agents. The fraction of skilled agents is calculated using Current
Population Survey ASEC (March) data administered by the U.S. Census Bureau and
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. We use data from the 2018 survey which includes
information about 2017. We focus on males aged 25 and older with earnings and follow
Krusell et al. (2000) by defining the fraction of skilled agents as the ratio agents with a
bachelor’s degree or more divided by the total number of agents in Table P-16.

Government consumption-to-GDP ratio. The government consumption-to-output
ratio is recovered from the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) data. It is
defined as the ratio of nominal government consumption expenditure (line 15 in NIPA
Table 3.1) to nominal GDP (line 1 in NIPA Table 1.1.5).

Government debt-to-GDP ratio. The government debt to GDP ratio is taken from
the St. Louis FED database FRED for year 2015. The data series is called “Fed-
eral Debt Held by Private Investors as Percent of Gross Domestic Product” (series ID:
HBPIGDQ188S). The precise number for 2015 is 59.2% which we round to 60% (govern-
ment debt-to-GDP ratio keeps increasing after 2015).

Share of equipments in total capital stock. The share of equipment capital in total
capital stock is calculated using Fixed Asset Tables (FAT) data. It is defined as the ratio
of private equipment capital (line 5 in FAT Table 1.1) to the sum of private equipment
and structure capital (line 5 + line 6 in FAT Table 1.1). This calculation gives a value
of 0.32 in 2017, which we round to 1/3.

Capital-to-output ratio. Housing is excluded from both output and capital when
calculating the capital-to-output ratio. For this calculation, output is defined using Table
1.5.5 in NIPA as GDP (line 1) net of Housing and utilities (line 16) and Residential
investment (line 41). Capital stock is calculated using the Fixed Asset Tables (FAT),
Table 1.1 as the sum of the stocks of private and government structure and equipment
capital (line 5 + line 6 + line 11 + line 12). The ratio is relatively stable after 2015. We
use the value of 2.07, which is the value for 2017.

Cross-sectional inequality statistics. All cross-sectional income and wealth mo-
ments (Gini for earnings and wealth, top 1% shares, quintile shares and relative skilled
wealth) reported in Table 2 and in Table 4 are taken from Kuhn and Ŕıos-Rull (2020)
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and correspond to year 2016. The data source used in Kuhn and Ŕıos-Rull (2020) is the
Survey of Consumer Finances. The definition of skilled and unskilled agents is consistent
with the rest of the paper: Skilled agents are those of 16 years of education or more.
In SCF, this corresponds to bachelors degree or higher (as reported for the head of the
household, typically a male).

A.3 The 1967 Economy

This section provides a detailed description of the steady state that corresponds to the
1967 U.S. economy. The 1967 economy is computed by taking the capital-skill comple-
mentarity model with all of its parameters that are calibrated to match the 2017 U.S.
economy, as reported in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3, and changing only the price of
equipment, the relative supply of skilled workers and tax policy to their values from 1967.
Below we explain how we constructed the changes in these three key factors.

Price of equipment in 1967. Following the methodology of Cummins and Violante
(2002), DiCecio (2009) calculates the historical price of equipment capital in consumption
good units. To quantify the decline in the price of equipment across the two steady states,
we calculate the ratio of the price of equipment in 1967 to that in 2017. The price of
equipment decreased by a factor of 16 over this period. (Averaging the price of equipment
over five year periods centered around 1967 and 2017 does not change the resulting ratio.)
Since we normalize the price of equipment to 1 in 2017 steady state, the price of equipment
is set to 16 in 1967 steady state. Since different types of labor have different elasticity of
substitution with equipment capital, the decline in the relative price of equipment capital
endogeneously implies a change in the skill premium, i.e., skill-biased technical change.
In the calculations provided by both Cummins and Violante (2002) and DiCecio (2009),
the price of structure capital relative to consumption remains virtually constant during
this period. For this reason, we keep the price of structures in 1967 at its normalized
price of 1.

Supply of Skilled Workers in 1967. We compute the fraction of skilled workers for
1967 following the same procedure we use to compute it for 2017. We consider only males
who are 25 years and older and who have earnings and use data from CPS 1967. We find
that the fraction of skilled workers was 0.1356 in 1967.

Government policies in 1967. Trabandt and Uhlig (2011), from whom we take the
capital tax rate for the 2017 steady state, use the methodology of Mendoza et al. (1994)
in calculating this tax rate. Since Trabandt and Uhlig (2011) only go back in time as far
as 1995, we take the tax rate on capital income for 1967 directly from Mendoza et al.
(1994). Since effective capital tax rate estimates are sensitive to short-term fluctuations
in the inflation rate, we take an average over the five year window centered around 1967,
which gives a capital tax rate of 41%. As for labor income taxes, Ferrière and Navarro
(2018) estimate a value of 0.12 for the five year period centered around 1967 for the tax
parameter τl, which represents the progressivity of the U.S. tax system.

As noted earlier, government consumption to GDP ratio is relatively stable over time
at 16%, we use this number for the 1967 steady state as well. In contrast, the government
debt to GDP ratio, defined as before as “Federal Debt Held by Private Investors as Percent
of Gross Domestic Product” (series ID: HBPIGDQ188S) is 21% in 1970, the earliest date
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for this time series. We use this number to represent the late 1960s (the government-
debt-to-GDP ratio was relatively stable throughout the 1970s).

Comparison of the 1967 and 2017 economies. Table 5 compares the 1967 and
2017 model economies to the data along several dimension. (i) Skill premium comes from
Heathcote et al. (2010), (ii) the share of equipment in 1967 is computed analogously to
2017, as described above. (iii) The labor share is computed from NIPA using the method-
ology described in Ŕıos-Rull and Santaeulàlia-Llopis (2010) and for details, we refer the
reader to that paper. It offers several alternative ways of calculating the labor share.
We use the following: we first calculate what Ŕıos-Rull and Santaeulàlia-Llopis (2010)
call “unambiguously capital income” and “unambiguously labor income.” Income which
cannot be unambiguously classified as labor or capital income is then divided between
capital and labor using the ratio between capital and labor income in unambiguously
assigned income. To get the labor share, labor income is then divided by GNP. (iv)
Real GDP is the series A939RX0Q048SBEA from St. Louis FED FRED database. (v)
Investment-to-output ratio. Housing is excluded from both output and investment when
calculating the capital-to-output ratio. For this calculation, output is defined using Ta-
ble 1.5.5 in NIPA as GDP (line 1) net of Housing and utilities (line 16) and Residential
investment (line 41). Investment is calculated using same table as the sum of the stocks
of private and government non-residential investment (line 28 + line 56 + line 59 + line
62).

A.4 Calibration of Cost of Skill Acquisition

This section provides a full description of the details of the calibration of the cost of skill
acquisition. Consider the 2017 steady state. The model implies a utility premium for
skilled workers at this steady state that is given by:

Es,2017[vs,2017(zs, 0)]− Eu,2017[vu,2017(zu, 0)].

For the marginal individual who is indifferent between acquiring a college degree or
not, this utility premium equals the cost of skill acquisition. That is, letting ψ̄s,2017 be
the cost of skill acquisition for marginal worker, we have

ψ̄s,2017 = Es,2017[vs,2017(zs, 0)]− Eu,2017[vu,2017(zu, 0)].

Therefore, it has to be that H(ψ̄s,2017) = πs,2017. An identical argument applied to 1967
steady state implies H(ψ̄s,1967) = πs,1967. Assuming H is log-normally distributed with a
mean and variance, we have two unknowns and two equations, which pins down the mean
and variance of the distribution. The mean and the standard deviation of the normal
distribution that corresponds to the calibrated H are 0.045 and 0.434.

A.5 Decomposition of Welfare Gains

In welfare gains decompositions, it is more convenient to work with sequential definitions
of allocations rather than the recursive definitions given until now. For that reason, we
first give equivalent sequential definitions of allocations. Let v0 = (i, zi,0, ai,0) ∈ V0 denote
a person’s type in the initial steady-state distribution. This initial type is distributed
according to some distribution Λ0(v0). Although Λ0 can be constructed from Λi,0(zi,0, ai,0)
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for i = u, s which is given in the definition of equilibrium in section A.1, we will not do
so here as this is not needed for the welfare gains decomposition.

Denote the uncertain consumption-labor allocation a for type v0 by
{
{cav0,t}, {l

a
v0,t

}
}
.

Utility from this allocation is given by

U
(
{cav0,t}, {l

a
v0,t

}
)
= E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u(cav0,t)− v(lav0,t)

]
,

where the expectation is taken over productivity shocks conditional on initial type.
Define welfare gains of moving from allocation b to allocation a as:∫

v0∈V0
E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u(cav0,t)− v(lav0,t)

]
dΛ0(v0) =

∫
v0∈V0

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u((1 + ∆)cbv0,t)− v(lbv0,t)

]
dΛ0(v0).

(29)

Insurance effect. Let average levels of consumption and labor in period t for a given
initial type in allocation a be

Ca
v0,t

= Etcav0,t and Lav0,t = Etlav0,t.

Define the cost of risk for initial type v0 in allocation a as

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u((1− pav0,risk)C

a
v0,t

)− v(Lav0,t)
]
= E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u(cav0,t)− v(lav0,t)

]
. (30)

The insurance effect ∆I is then defined as

log(1 + ∆I) =

∫
v0∈V0

log (1 + ∆I,v0) dΛ0(v0). (31)

where 1 + ∆I,v0 =
1−pav0,risk
1−pbv0,risk

is the insurance effect for initial type v0. Notice that the

(aggregate) insurance effect is a weighted average of individual insurance effects in logs.

Redistribution effect. Let aggregate levels of consumption and labor in period t in
allocation a be

Ca
t =

∫
v0∈V0

Ca
v0,t
dΛ0(v0) and Lat =

∫
v0∈V0

Lav0,tdΛ0(v0).

Define cost of inequality in allocation a as

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u((1− paineq)C

a
t )− v(Lat )

]
=

∫
v0∈V0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u(Ca

v0,t
)− v(Lav0,t)

]
dΛ0(v0). (32)

The redistribution effect ∆R is then defined by

1 + ∆R =
1− paineq
1− pbineq

. (33)
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Level effect. Define level effect as

∞∑
t=0

βt [u(Ca
t )− v(Lat )] =

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u((1 + ∆L)C

b
t )− v(Lbt)

]
. (34)

Proposition 1. If u(c) = log(c), then

1 + ∆ = (1 + ∆I)(1 + ∆R)(1 + ∆L).

Proof. ∫
v0∈V0

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u(cav0,t)− v(lav0,t)

]
dΛ0(v0)

=

∫
v0∈V0

log(1− pav0,risk)dΛ0(v0) +

∫
v0∈V0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u(Ca

v0,t)− v(Lav0,t)
]
dΛ0(v0)

=

∫
v0∈V0

log(1− pav0,risk)dΛ0(v0) + log(1− paineq) +

∞∑
t=0

βt [u(Ca
t )− v(Lat )]

=

∫
v0∈V0

log(1− pav0,risk)dΛ0(v0) + log(1− paineq) + log(1 + ∆L) +
∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u(Cb

t )− v(Lbt)
]

=

∫
v0∈V0

log(1− pav0,risk)dΛ0(v0) + log(1− paineq)

+ log(1 + ∆L)− log(1− pbineq) +

∫
v0∈V0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u(Cb

v0,t)− v(Lbv0,t)
]
dΛ0(v0)

=

∫
v0∈V0

log(1− pav0,risk)dΛ0(v0) + log(1− paineq) + log(1 + ∆L)− log(1− pbineq)

−
∫
v0∈V0

log(1− pbv0,risk)dΛ0(v0) +

∫
v0∈V0

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u(cbv0,t)− v(lbv0,t)

]
dΛ0(v0)

=

∫
v0∈V0

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u((1 + ∆I)(1 + ∆R)(1 + ∆L)c

b
v0,t)− v(lbv0,t)

]
dΛ0(v0),

where the first equality follows from (30), the second one follows from (32), the third one from
(34), the fourth one follows from (32) and the fifth equality follows from (30). A comparison of
the ultimate equality with the definition of welfare gains given by (29) finishes the proof.

Remark. An alternative way of defining aggregate insurance component would be as
follows:

∞∑
t=0

βt
∫
v0∈V0

[
u((1− parisk)C

a
v0,t

)− v(Lav0,t)
]
dΛ0(v0) =

∫
v0∈V0

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
u(cav0,t)− v(lav0,t)

]
dΛ0(v0)

and

1 + ∆I =
1− parisk
1− pbrisk

. (35)

In case of logarithmic utility, the two definitions, given by (31) and (35), deliver an
identical aggregate insurance effect.
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A.6 γ = 2 Calibration

Table 18 and Table 19 below report the values of internally calibrated parameters for
the version of the model in which γ = 2. As in the baseline, we solve another version
of the model which represents 1967 and recalibrate the distribution of the cost of skill
acquisition,H, to match skill acquisition in the data.The mean and the standard deviation
of the normal distribution that corresponds to the calibrated H are now 0.015 and 0.451
(not reported in the tables below).

Table 18: γ = 2 Calibration: Aggregate Moments

Parameter Symbol Value Target Source
Technology (CSC)
Production parameter ω 0.2833 Labor share = 2/3 NIPA
Production parameter ν 0.6573 Skill premium = 1.9 CPS
Production parameter α 0.1909 Share of equipments, Ke

K = 1/3 FAT
Technology (CD)
Total factor productivity A 0.7869 Output level of CSC economy
Production parameter κ 0.5570 Skill premium = 1.9 CPS
Common parameters
Discount factor β 0.9378 Capital to output ratio = 2.07 NIPA, FAT
Tax function parameter λ 0.8839 Government budget balance
Disutility of labor ϕ 29.40 Labor supply = 1/3

This table reports the calibration procedure for parameters that target aggregate moments for the case when γ = 2. Model

generated target moments are not reported as the match is perfect. The production function parameters α, ν and ω control

the income shares of structure capital, equipment capital, skilled and unskilled labor in the capital-skill complementarity

model (CSC). The production function parameter κ controls the income shares of the skilled and unskilled labor in the

Cobb-Douglas model (CD). The tax function parameter λ controls the labor income tax rate of the mean income agent.

The acronyms CPS, FAT, and NIPA stand Current Population Survey, Fixed Asset Tables, and National Income and

Product Accounts, respectively.
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Table 19: γ = 2 Calibration: Distributional Moments

Panel A: Moments Data Model
Earnings Gini 0.68 0.66
Earnings Gini - skilled 0.66 0.66
Earnings Gini - unskilled 0.61 0.62
Earnings Top 1%’s share 0.23 0.24
Earnings autocorrelation 0.94 0.95
Wealth Gini 0.86 0.85
Wealth Gini - skilled 0.81 0.81
Wealth Gini - unskilled 0.82 0.81
Wealth Top 1%’s share 0.39 0.38
Relative skilled wealth 5.6 5.6
Panel B: Parameters Symbol Value
Normal state persistence (skilled) ρs 0.7853
Normal state volatility of shocks (skilled) var(εs) 0.1848
Transit into superstar state (skilled) ps 1× 10−3

Remain in superstar state (skilled) qs 0.9496
Productivity superstar state (skilled) es 46.00
Normal state persistence (unskilled) ρu 0.9947
Normal state volatility of shocks (unskilled) var(εu) 0.0342
Transit into superstar state (unskilled) pu 8× 10−5

Remain in superstar state (unskilled) qu 0.0216
Productivity superstar state (unskilled) eu 43.45

This table reports calibration results regarding the wage risk parameters for the case when γ = 2. The model’s ability

to match calibration targets are reported in Panel A and the calibrated parameter values are reported in Panel B. All

data moments correspond to 2016 U.S. economy and are taken from Kuhn and Ŕıos-Rull (2020), with the exception of the

autocorrelation of earnings, which is reported in Boar and Midrigan (2022). Relative skilled wealth refers to the ratio of

the average skilled asset holdings to the average unskilled asset holdings.
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